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New England and Dan is, as of now, has one, but I know that a lot of states have fl.~~9#•~ :~J>.~l@.ffi~J +• : •~~H~~~~~~• 
GOAL's only Maine member. them. They'recalleddifferentthingsthough; N#!¢fum¥!~4:~~t@. ~~ij~ rM~•~ >9.f:~-~,~~:~~ 
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us that, ''the Gay Officers Action League of 
New England was founded in 1991 by 
Officer Prestori Horton of Northampton, 
Massachusetts. Officer Horton had been 
working with the Gay Officers Action 
Leagu~ of New York (which has been 
... 
ill 
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their knowledge and experience, and to acity-wideequalprotectioncharter, and she 
discover solutions to problems faced by informed me that the state of Massachusetts 
members and by agencies." has an equal protection law. 1be gay-rights 
· "GOAL/NE actively participates in law which was passed by the legislature 
many community-relatedevents,including there was not subject to refe~dum. Dan 
Pride Parades, fund-raisers, and outreach added, "They got what we lost last year 
programs. We support members struggling ~se of McKeman." 
Dan O'Neil and Sandy Picard. Sandy is President of GOAL/NE 
with issues from coming out at work to Sandy offered that the Massachusetts 
bashing. ·we sponsor cookouts and other law took effect shortly after Governor Wil-
social events where members enjoy the liam Weld came to power in 1990. Con-
camaraderie of other criminal justice em- necticut recently got their equal protection 
around since 1982) and decided to form a 
group for folks in New England." Sandy 
said that Preston's reason for branching off 
to form a group for New England was that 
the New York group was so large, ''they 
have thousands of members." He wanted a 
regional group to serve New England. 
GOAL is organiz.ed mainly along 
state lines but New Yolk has two because 
there is one for the New York City Metro-
politan area and another for the rest of the 
state. 'Washington, D.C. has one, Florida 
has one, at least every state has one except 
New England which is ~gional," Sandy 
asserted. 
ployees. We are organizing a speakers law. It is interesting to note that both these 
support group for gay., lesbian and bisexual bureau, as well as other programs." laws came on the books _under Republican 
employeesforswomlawenforcementoffic- The literature concludes with the fol- governors. Connecticut has Governor 
ers as well as civilian employees of federal, lowing statement: 'We welcome new ideas Lowell Weicker. Sorry, Jock, sad but true-
state and local agencies." and encourage you to join us. By doing so your party supports gay-rights. 
"GOAL/NE' s members come from a you will become a member of an alliance of . ''What obstacles did you encounter in 
variety of agencies and occupations, ranging concerned professionals dedicated to ad- fanning the organization?" I quizzed. 
from Environmental Police to Campus Po- vancing the educational, social and civic Sandysaidthattherewerenonereally, 
lice from many different colleges, to dis- well-being ofour community." because shortly after Preston started it, the 
patchers and detectives to State Troopers and HEAR; HEAR!! . equal protection law took effect in Massa-
Corrections Officers. Members include re- I must confess, the prospect of doing chusetts, and, "now Connecticut people are 
tire.es as well as federal law enforcement thisinterviewexcitedme. Gaycops,noless. protected because they have a law butl 
officers." What would Jean Genet have thought? imagine it'd be a problem for poople from 
Among their "Activities and Benefits" Sandy Picard is a police officer with Maine." Dan put forth, ''Vermont has gay-
GOAI.lNE "provides peer support to mem- the Lawrence, Massachusetts Police De- rightstoo,buttherearenomembers. I'm the 
hers, serves as a forum for members to share partment. laskedherifthey (Lawrence )had See GOAL, page 2 
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CPR DISTRIBUTION POINfS 
Portland & So. Portland: 
Ananael 
Bookland (all) 
The Chart Room · 
Della's Catess(lll 
Drop Me A Line 
Good Day Ma~t 
Woodfords Cafe 
The Whole Grocer 
Blackstones · 
Books Etc. 
CPR Office 
Raffles Cafe 
VideoPort 
PWAC 
TAP Offices 
YWCA 
Treasure Chest Public Library 
Underground 7.ootz 
USM Campus: USM Bookstore 
The Counseling Center, Student Union 
Alliance for Sexual Diversity 
Women's Center-Portland 
Powers House-Women's Forum 
Westside Restaurant 
Other Locatipns in Maine: 
Lewiston: Metro Club, Sportsman's, 
Augusta: Harvest Time, Papa Joe's 
Bangor: The Rage, Pro Libris, Mabel 
Wadsworth Women's Health Center 
Brunswick: Gulf of Maine Books 
Hallowell: Fremont & Julien Cafe 
Blue Hil!: Left Bank Cafe 
Freeport: Sister Creations 
Ellsworth: Down East AIDS Networlc 
Orono: Wilde-Stein Qub 
Biddeford: UNE-Lifestyles Alliance 
Caribou: Northern Lambda Nord 
Gardiner: The Circle Shop 
Waterville: Railroad Square Cafe, Railroad 
Square Cinema, Treasure Chest 
Locations in Portsmouth, NH 
Lady Iris Books, Gifts, Music, & Cards; 
Stroudwater Books 
• 
COlVIMUNITY PRIDE MAILBAG 
The following letters were originally sent to have accepted as readily an equivalent ad 
Casco Ba")' Week_l.), in response Jo an wbichreadsomethinglike "Alcoholism Kills 
advertisement which appeared in their pages in WASPS Dead" ora grossly racist ad submit-
Dec.I Jan. The~uthorsoftheselettersrequested tedb the.KKK? DoesCBWreall believe 
that CPR repnnt them. Because the January Y . 
11 
_Y 
edition of this paper carried an editorial that the~~ n~on •0 ~ 8?0 wing _space 
concerning the ad in question, we are doing so for multiple VIewpomts Justifies the mclu-
in order to inform readers who live outside sion of hate speech directed at gay men and 
Portland ofthedifferingopinionsthese2letters people with AIDS in an era when such 
represent. people face discrimination and violence 
Dear Editor ( of CBW): every day? 
I write in protest of the classified ad IwouldhavehopedthatCBW,withits 
running for the month ofDecember and into often insightful coverage of controversial 
January advertising the sale of T-shirts with issues, would lead the way towards promot-
such slogans as "AIDS KILLS FAGS ingequalrightsforallcitizens,morerespon-
DEAD." I would have hoped that this kind sible journalism, commercial and editorial, 
of offensive hate speech would never make in the future. 
its way into the pages of CBW--an often Sincerely, Deborah Shields, Esq. 
intelligent paper-whether as a classified ad Executive Director, The AIDS Project 
or as an editorial. 
CBW couldhaverefusedthisadatany Dear Wayne: 
time without fear of 1st Amendment viola- As a former employee of Casco Bay 
tion. Precisely because it is an ad, it is WeeklyandapresentemployeeoftheAIDS 
considered commercial speech under con- Project, I must register my protest _to the 
stitutional legal doctrin~, thereby removing hateful "AIDS Kills Fags Dead" classified 
it from traditional 1st Amendment protec- ad. I am embarrassed that CBW is collect-
tions. Words which can be said to "incite ing nine bucks each week that this ad (or 
violence" or be taken as "fighting words" more acrurately, hate crime) runs. 
also stand outside of 1st Amendment pro- Onceagain, one more time, this reader 
tections in most instances. Furthermore, isforcedtoask, "Whycan'tCBW'seditorial 
within the paper itself, several notices em- visions be minored in its advertising?" 
phasize that the paper "reserves the right_ to With all the consolidation hubbub 
edit, refuse or recategoriz.e ANY ad" (em- currently occurring, perhaps the new kid on 
phasis mine). Why did ci3W choooe to the block, Bill Rawlings, can be persuaded 
accept this ad? to improve you financial pelforrnance by 
By publishing this ad, CBW implies merging your political and fiscal policies. 
that such gay bashing, homophobic, AIDS- The subsequent consistency of your pages, 
phobic sentiments deserve a place in our I am convinced, is the key to expanding 
papers and in our culture. Would CBW future advertising revenue. 
Just for the record, Terry J. Dubois 
GOAL, continued from pg. 1 ''No, when I was in South Portland I 
onlymemberfromnorthemNewEngland." wasn'tout." ''Why?" I pressed "Back.then 
Sandy countered, "One New Hampshire I wasn't even really out to myself. I've only 
personiscomingin.1bat'saboutitthough." beenoutthelastsixandahalfyearsandfve 
Dan went on, "My big reason for been working where I work now for seven." 
having you do this intetview is to see if there I queried, "In your experience as a 
areotherpeopleoutthereinMainewhoread police officer would you say that there are 
the Community Pride Reporter and might others .... " Dan said, "Not that I know of. I 
be interested in belonging to something like don'tknow another law enfon:ementofficer 
~=================:::::::=:::::::=:=====~====::::::::=======::::::::::~ this. There's gotta be others out there. whoisgay·. l\mowsomelawyers, andlhear 
SUBSCRIPTION FORM There's a lot of police officers in this state, rumors, but the thing with this is they don't 
Yes, I want to subscribe to the Community Pride Reporter. andlawenforcementpeopleandcorrections have to be out. 
Enclosed is my check for $20.00 for 12 issues mailed first class officers, and there's gotta be some out there ''Some of the people in GOAL aren't 
in a plain envelope. who would be interested in having a group out." · Sandy contributed, Actually, ~re 
like this to support them and do things with are only ten of us who are out at their own NAME: 
ADDRESS: __________________ _ 
PHONE: 
Send to: COMMUNITY PRIDE REPORTER, 142 High St., Suite #634, Portland, 04101 
C C page2 
them." place." Dan continued, "and you don't 
"So you're out at the Police Depart- havetobeouttobelongtothis. Youcanjust 
ment?" I asked Dan. He replied, "I'm a want to be a part of it." Sandy added, "If 
probation officer, but I used to be a South you're ever in a situation where you are 
Portland Police Officer, and I'm <;>11t." being forced out, we are there to help you." 
"Were you when you were in South ''What is the 'official' response to 
Portland?" See GOAL, page 10 
"You're screwed," Richard said .as he 
tossed himself in a chair and a copy of W 
% , the newest newspaper on the scene for 
the gay and lesbian community on my desk 
on Friday. I was busily importing/export-
ing stories and graphics into the CPR tem-
plate for the February edition, convinced 
that this was the edition from hell, particu-
larly when the message appeared on the 
computer screen that there was an error 
someplace and there was no way it would 
give me my final copy! 
paper just as soon as I had more time. I somelbinglike, "Y ou'renotgettinganyyounger. are the reason we are here,. You are the reason 
needed to press on, so to speak. You rr.ed to get a job that pays." I can the advertisers advenise. Community support 
Later tha1 evening, as I thought about u.ncrrstandherconcem I'mooncernedaswell. is the key ingredient We oourt on you. 
my friend's comment, I thought again about Itseemsjustwhenmydoubtsrise,things So, goodlucxto allofus who bring our 
thecoorageandcommitmentittakesforanyof happen to re-affirm my commitmett to this varied views and news to the oommunity. 
us to set out on new adventures. I have come work. lbis month there was the call from the Welcome to the staff of~-
to have an increased respect for the many man who read the article on transgeooerissues A CJJick note about the CMF failed 
people who worked on OUR PAPER. woo inlastmonthsissue. Hewassogratefultoknow attempt to get an am-gay referendmn on the 
currently work on ArEX, who are ·now thathewasnottheonlycross-dresser,andthat Novemberballot. Wecantakeabreah 
working on 10 %, as well as for myself. he was not "sick or perverted" We had a now, but only a short one. Cosby and her 
"Look, they've got color," Richard 
went on. I needed a break anyway, so I 
stopped and picked up this new paper. 
"Color is nice," I said. "Eye-catching, too." 
I quickly browsed through the pages, lik-
ing what I saw from a layout point of view. 
I read headlines, the editorial, and not much 
more. I had been looking forward to this 
debut for weeks, and vowed to read the 
lrerearetimeswbenlquestionwh!ther poignant conversation. Or there was the man organuati.on have uml August to get mougb 
my efforts with qg make any difference to who called from up north to offer me encour- signatures for November, 1995. Equal 
anyone. I thought last month's issue woold agonett, and ask if he could submit another Protection Maine / Portland chapter is 
elicit more·than just re-runs of letters to the article. Orthewomenwhocalledandsaidthis holding meetings oow to organize. Che.ck 
Editor,forexample. Inorderforacommunity paper was her only link with the oommunity. -the calendar for dates and places. In case 
newspaper to be successful and thrive,it needs Two months ago, wbileputtingtheCPRinone anyone is wondering wlrn these folks will 
to be interactive, a forum for c.anying out its of the supennarlcets, we noticed a young man stop, 1HEY WONT! And neither will 
staled purpose. It doesn't lrlp when my waitumlwelefttopickupacopy. He was still we!! 
motherwillcallandsay, "W cll,areyoumaking reading it when we circled around 
anymoneyyet?" (Shemi!donlyknowabout 1be most important part of this, or any 
In solidarity, 
J~ the Food Stamps I'm living on!) Or, she'll say newspaperpublication,is you, the reader. You 
Condom Conundrum: the student's decision because they're the 
An. Analysis ones having the problem with the whole sex 
By: Luke Balboni thingandthewholecondomthing;solthink 
On Thursday, January 27th at 7 PM, they should be able to decide." 
the radio call-in program "Big Talk" fea- Another young woman exclaimed, "I 
tured a discussion on condom availability in meanAIDS and everything, there should be 
Portland High Schools. ' 'BigTalk"reporter condoms because people are dying!" And 
Kerry Donohue conducted live interviews another said, ''Parentstbinkthatifyouhave 
atvariousstudenthangouts suchasOneCity condoms around you're going to have sex, 
Center and Green Mountain Coffee. She but you've already decided" To back up 
asked questions about sex education and thisclaim,ayoungwomanreasonedthal, "If 
condom availability. there's a gun in the house, you' re not gonna 
One young woman offered, 'Telling go out and shoot somebody; so if there's 
someone nottodo IT makes them wantto do condoms around, you 're not gonna have sex 
itevenmore. lberearesomepeoplerespon- just to do it." 
sible enough to have sex and some who~ Kerry then introduced us to So. Port-
aren't. It'sOKtohavesexifyouknowwhat land High School senior, John Matthews, 
you'redoing." (lfparentsandteachermade whom she said "is not so open-minded." 
kids have sex, would that put an end to this John said, ''The schools should teach kids 
debate?) Another said, "Teach about absti- ·about sex education, but they shouldn't go 
nence and other forms of birth control, not so far as saying, 'well,andso,ifyou wantto 
juRt condoms because they don't always do this here's a condom."' John, in keeping 
work" Still another complained, ''You take with his religious views, has taken a per-
sex ed in your freshman year and it' a big sonal vow of pre-marital abstinence. 
joke." Kerry then spoke to BethHuntley who 
A young man pointed out that, "When volunteers as Chair of the Human Sexuality 
you go to sex ed classes, it's usually, you and Family Living Advisory Board for the 
know, this is this and this is this, and you get Portland Public Schools. This Board was 
a written test. It's like a biology exam, and established to review the sex education 
it's supposed to be more of a social thing." materials used in the schools. Portland Pub-
When asked whose decision it was to make lie Schools has had an abstinence-based sex 
condoms available, a young woman said, education program for some time. Beth 
"It's not really their decision. It should be See CONUNDRUM,page 6 
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THE LESBIAN AND GAY 
AGENDA 
#1. Join the Maine Lesbian/Gay Political 
Alliance 
#2. Help us change Maine (and the World) 
#3. •in a FREE trip to the Bahamas 
(always read the fine print) 
Fine print: Join ML/GPA as we continue to work for 
lasting political change in Maine and register to win a 
free trip to the Bahamas. Send this form to ML/GPA 
between now and March 5, . 1994 and we will register you 
for the trip to the Bahamas (air fare and one week's 
lodging for two - all donated). The drawing will be 
held at our Annual Banquet on March 5, 1994. Dues are 
only $25 £or individuals or $40 for couples, or $10-24 
for limited income individuals. You can al.so pay by 
credit card, just call 1-800-55-MLGPA, or 761-3732 in 
Greater Portland, for more information. See you on the 
Beach! (or in a committee meeting) 
Name: 
Address: 
-----------------------
Phone#: 
-----------------------
Return this form with your check to ML/GPA, P.O. Box 
232, Hallowell, ME 04347 
a a a O a a wpageJ#sA 
we won't know for sure. 
Lesbians' negative health care expe-
Lesbian health activists f or~ulate national agenda, Part I 
By: Peaches Bass Women. projects. riencesandthegenerallackofneedforbirth 
In the next few months, this column Since Ll::llR was written for presenta- The report identifies several factors control or obstetrical care affect our partici-
will be looking at the lesbian health activism tion to mostly heterosexual (not to mention that influence lesbian health. Lesbians' pation in routine health screening, like pap 
at the national level, and its potential impli- male) bureaucrats, it begins with a brief access to health care is affected by econom- smears or physical exams. Surveys also 
cations for lesbians locally. · section entitled, ''What Is A Lesbian?". This ics, personal fears, homophobia, and lack of indicate that lesbians may be at greater risk 
Last July, the W asbington-based Na- section explains the complexities oflesbian information. In many studies, lesbians iden- for certain cancers due to alcohol or tobacro 
tional Gay andLesbian TaskForce(NGL 1F) identity, self-identification, and sexual be- tified a variety of negative experiences with use, excessive body weight, or lower rates of 
released Lesbjan Health hwes and Rec- havior within the framewmk of health care. health care providers that had an impact on childbearing. 
ommendations<LHIR). Itisareportand In'LHIR. lesbians are defined as "women their ability to find good health care ser- Lesbiansalsoreceiveinadequateedu-
action plan that evolved out of the 1992 whose emotional, social, and sexual rela- vices. These experiences were classic and cation about sexually transmitted diseases. 
Lesbian Health Institute, which is part of the tionships are primarily with other women, universal: heterosexual assumptions, pro- This has led to the false and dangerous 
annual National Lesbian and Gay Health regarclless of their public identity." fessional ignorance of lesbian issues, an assumption among lesbians that we don't 
Conference. Under NGL 1F' s sponsorship, It goes on to define lesbian health care atmosphere discouraging disclosure ofles- have herpes, genital warts, or HIV. Along 
lesbianhealthactivistsfromaroundthecoun- as "research, education, and prevention pro- bianism, and overt professional hostility with the unnecessary spread of these SID' s, 
try constructed the actual document. grams and treatment modalities that specifi- were often cited by lesbians. In addition, poor or wholly inappropriate treatment of-
During the April, 1993 March on cally target and involve lesbians ... to professionalliteraturementionswillfulaca- tenresults. OnesurveycitedinLHIRshows 
Washington, lesbian activists and lobbyists address diseases or conditions which are demic homophobia in schools where health that while 31 % of lesbians have no risk 
metwithvariousofficialsintheDepartment unique, more prevalent, more serious, and care providers receive their professional factors for HIV, 39% had one risk factor, 
of Health and Human Services (DHHS) to for which risk factors and interventions are training. 20% had two, and 10% had three or more! 
present their issues and to push for imple- different in lesbians." LHlR also contains a discussion of LHlR includes the need to address 
mentation of their recommendations. The In addition to defining 'lesbians,' the lesbians' most common health complaints, olderlesbians,lesbianfamilies,lesbianyoutb 
meetings have already borne some fruit; report also defines four terms that are fre- which are much like any womaI1's: bad (especially suicide), violence against lesbi-
tb.ey set the foundation for a recent letter quentlyusedthroughoutthetext: ''homopho- back, bad cramps, allergies, depression, ans, and substance abuse among lesbians. 
writing and lobbying campaign that con- bia," -''heterosexism," "coming out," and obesity, vaginalinfections, and soon. While LHIR uses the small amount of rurrent 
vinced DIIlIS to reverse an earlier decision, "invisibility." If one were to add "sexism" these problems are not unique to lesbians, and available material to justify 44 specific 
and include, for the first time, questions on and "poverty," one would have just_ about there is good reason to suspect that there lesbianhealthrecommendationsforthefederal 
sexual orientation in the federal women's the whole rundown of the challenges lesbi- may be distinctions in cause, treatment, and government Next month's column will de-
health research initiative. ans face with not just health care, but-with general care for lesbians, but until these scribe these recommendations and how they 
LHIR has been circulated among at- our culture. concerns are raised, defined, and· studied, affect lesbians at the grassroots level. • .. 
tendees of the 1993 National Lesbian and The section entitled ''Report On Les-
Gay Health Conference, and among activ- bian Health Issues" is based on several 
ists associated with NGL1F and other na- professional articles and surveys of lesbi-
tional organizationst but it has not yet had ans, dated 1987 through 1992. The surveys, 
widespread grassroots e;Kposure. It does, in particular, provicle most of the data on 
however, contain some important and in- which the report is based. Unfortunately, 
triguing infonnation and recommendations those surveys are not statistically signifi-
that all lesbians should know about. cant, but they're all we've got. The limited 
I LOVE 
fLOWEQ6 
LHlR was drafted primarily for use at · value of the available data points to why it's 
the federal level, and its format mirrors the so important to include sexual orientation 
Public Health Service's Action Plan For when questioning participants in research 
320 
Portland. 
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"Renaissance to Rock" 
A Chorus of Women's Voices Conducted by 
SONJA DAHLGREN PRYOR 
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 12TH 
8:00 P.M. 
SNOW DATE: SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 13TH AT 3 P.M. 
Immanuel Baptist Church 
156 HIGH STREET AT DEERING STREET• PORTLAND, MAINE 
Tickets 
S10 ADVANCE • $12 AT THE DOOR 
$6 SENIORS/STUDENTS with 1.D, 
Available at 
MACBEANS · 1 ~9 MAINE STREET · BRUNSWICK 
AMADEUS MUSIC · 332 FORE STREET · PORTLAND 
SISTER CREATIONS· 231 U.S. ROUTE 1 · FREEPORT 
For more infonnarion call 774-4940 
Fore 
Maine 
TI4-
&treet 
04101 
5882 
CONSERVATION FRAMING, GILDING, 
CUSTOMIZED FRAME CREATIONS . 
QUALITY ITEMS FOR MODERN INTERIORS 
TWENTIETH CENTURY 
602 CONGRESS ST. PORTLAND 828-0028 
.Pam Anderson 
" Otlft' • dtclllt of apmmct 
A .· ~ '- u • lwwytr & tduc•lor 
J~ 
SEPARATION OR DIVORCE? 
p ARTNERSHIP IssurS? 
LF.GAL QuamoNs? 
Holistic Ltgol Consulting, 
Mtdilltion t,, Informlllion Stroicts 
A &>umoN FOR 1HE 90's! 885-0031 
..... ··.: I;: • 
.._ 1 Q I also sought the reaction of the Holi-QUT! of Town UPDftTE N the day Inn to its newest guests. I spoke with 
Well,herelsi.tatmydesk,lookingout MATLQVICH Vic Murray who works in sales for the 
the window. It's about -10 degrees and all Paul T. Holiday _Inn. Vic told me that he actively 
Iseeiswbitestuff. We' renotevenhalf-way ., Bernard - SOCIETY recruited the Matlovich Society to move to 
through the winter, and already I'm sick of By: Luke Balboni . _ the Holiday Inn. He even ·offered a 50% 
it. And I know a lot of you are also. So to On January 27, l 9')4 1 attended a discount on the room ren~ rate. ~e is a 
give you something warm and sunny to ______________ ., meeting of the Matlovich Society. lbis memberofthegaycommumtyheremPort-
think about, I thought I would tell you about meeting was the second held at their new land and considers the educational service 
a couple of pl~s that ~ "hot" right ~o~. ~other choice · for relief from this location, Holiday Inn by the Bay. 1 asked ~rovided by ~ Matlo~ch Society to be an 
The first 1s Costa Rica. Costa Rica ts coldwmteryweathercouldbePalmSprb¥. co-chair Howard ~olomon, "how do you mvaluable seMce to this area 
a relatively small country located in Central Located in the desert a couple of hours east like the Holiday Inn? Is it meeting your Vic said that the reaction of the hotel 
America, and has a population of over 3 of Los Angeles, Palm Springs becomes the needs?" Ho~ard responded, "So far it is. stafftotheSocietyis "receptive." Vichopes 
million. Costa Rica was discovered by favored winter destination for many gays We had a good meeting space upstairs (the thatthisnewsitingwillleadtoothergroup's 
Columbus on bis fourth voyage in 1502. and lesbians. The area is extremely tolerant 2nd floor Oxford Room). They moved us using the hotel. He thinks that this is a very 
Because of its location, Costa Rica has over of the gay, lesbian, and bisexual clientele in down here (New Hampshire Room) be- good move for Matlovich and it "offers the 
1,500 miles of shorefront on both the Carib- part because we have such an economic cause we anticipated a larger crowd. So far Holiday Inn the opportunity to provide meet-
bean Sea and the Pacific Ocean. impact on the area Palm Springs lists over they've been great!" I followed up, ''What's ing space,,for other events, which they'd 
Although times have manged, Costa 30 motels, hotels, and resorts that ~rto the been the reaction of the Society to the move?" welcome. -
Rica is still o~e ?f the most frien~y and gay, lesbian, ~i traveller. . Howard offered, "I think people were Vic added ~ he wan~ to gi_ve the 
tolerantcountrtesmtheworld. There1svery · Alongwtththeaccommodations,there pleased. The parking is good, the room is group a better envuonrnent m which to 
little discrimination of any kind to be found. are quite a number of bars and clubs in the comfortable, the seats are more comfortable meet, to improve their flexibility and he 
lbismakesCostaRicaavery"gayfriendly" area, making the nightlife in Palm Springs and it's great that wedon'thave to leave at thinks that with the relaxed parking and 
place to vacation and meet other gays and very exciting. In addition to the warm (or 9 o' clock -People werehahging around 'til removaloftimelirnitsthesegoalshavebeen 
lesbians, both tourists and locals. Costa Rica hot) weather, Palm Springs offers the visitor quarter to ten. That's th~ most exciting accomplished. Vic concluded by saying, "if 
provides so many varied activities - from _a range of activities. Golf and tennis are the thing.,, you need a place to meet, come ~ ~ s." 
beaches to scuba diving, mountain climb- two major sport activities. However, Palm I inquired further about the parking With such unequivocal support like that it 
ing, jungle exploration, volcano watching Springs is bounded on one.side by the desert, i,U1d there is no need to do anything special. would be great for gay-oriented community 
ands~ng,justtonam~afew. Youcanfind itself~ beau~ environment,_ especially Youjustparkintheirgarageandattendthe gro~ps to re~ the favor and direct their 
beaches where you will be the only one when m bloom, and the San Jacmto Moun- meeting. There are no tickets requiring busmess to Vic Murray. ... 
there,orfindbeaches wheregay,lesbian, or tains on the other. It can be 90 degrees in validation. · 
bisexual lovers_ can be seen walking hand- Palm Springs, and you can look out your . The performance that night was elec-
in-hand. Costa Rica is rapidly becoming a window and see snow on the mountains, trifying. Craig Hickman is a consummate 
community destination. There are a num- which contain se~eral g~ ski areas. - . . performer/poet possessed of great courage,_ 
ber of tour operators who have developed Although I ve mentioned Hawaii m heart, and soul. He was at times hilarious 
p~kages aimed at the _ gay, lesbian, and previ~s col~~• it still deserves ~~er and at others poignant. His command of 
bisexual market. menti~n. ~lier m Jan~ary, several airlines language, dialect, and inference is uncanny. 
---------------. cuttheirpnces toHawanfrom$900to$SOO. He introduced us to bis world of characters 
The economy ~ Hawaii is still sufferi~g people consumed with passion, lust, ro~ 
~rom the recession, and everyone from ~r- mance, disappointment and hope. And the 
lines to hotels, to tour operators are offenng audience entered this world identified with 
deals ~? bring more people to the islands, it, laughed with it, and cried with it. If you 
Hawan offers a chance to sample another ever have a chance to see him strut bis stuff 
culture - without leaving the comfort and don't i:niss it. ' 
Simple and Elegant 
Catering for Everyone 
Barbara's 
Barbara Winthrop 
Chef 
• Soups, stews & sandwicfies for picnics 
• Cantfftfigfit tfinntr f"r two at fiome 
• :Jiearty santfwicfi pfatters for tfie office 
• Ligfit tfips 6tfore your own preparations 
• Just desserts {from 'l(ristina 's in 'Batfi) 
• 5ln open fiouse for 6usiness dients 
• Pre-concert 6uffets 
• (ja{{uy openings 
• '1?,Jnearsa[ ainners 
• 'Wetftfings 
For free menus and brochures 
call 799-4734 
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s~ety_ o~ the U .S. You can sample ~e After Craig's performance I spoke to 
mghtlife mHonolulu,orthepeaceandqwet Lois Galgay Reckitt the other co-chair of 
of~ or Maui, or e~plore the volcanoes Matlovich, and ~ her for her thoughts 
oftheB1glsland 1beretssomuchtoseeand about their new location. She echoed 
d~ there;, Hawaii is also 0 ~ of the most "gay Howard's sentiments,. '1 think it's actually 
fnendly . areas for tounsts, and as such been wondetful. 1bey've (Holiday Inn) 
~ws qwte a large group from our commu- been really hospitable, and it's nice to have 
mty. Keep your eyes on the newspapers; somebody setting it up for us getting us the 
you never know when the next air sale will amenities and calling to seeifit'sOK· and 
be. If the airlines should drop their fares to besides i;'s cheaper. 1bey've been~ -
Hawaii again, it w?uld bea wise investment really hospitable. I was thrilled that ~ 
to take your vacation there. •" wanted us here." I probed, "how did the 
WELCOME to Maine's 
newest publishing endeavor on 
behalf of the lesbian and gay community 
10% 
published its first edition this month. 
Be sure to look for it! 
Congratulations and Good luck! 
first meeting go, logistically?" "It went OK. 
There are a few things we have to learn 
about the mike and stuff like that, but they 
put up a big thing on the marquis welcoming 
us, and that's pretty exciting so it felt like 
they really did want us here. It's just nice to 
be in one of the largest local hotels and feel 
at home." "Nothing on the downside?" I 
dug. "No, nothing!" 
a a a a a a n1 a a a a 
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45 Danforth Street 
Lesbian Owned 
., tor our 
LOO" 
GRAND OPENING 
CELEBRATION 
Tuesday through Sunday 
4 p.m. - 1 a.m. 
Will open other times for Community 
meetin~s, Private parties, or Special 
catering affairs •.. stage available 
Country Thurs. and Sun. 
Ro_c~ing on Fri. and Sat. 
.* e•• * * 
• ~eser' ROBINS NEST 
. *PRIVATE AREA* 
* OVERLOOKING THE * 
DANCE FLOOR 
We will decorate for your birthday, 
* anniversary, or party!! 
* 
POOL TABLE & DARTS 
We are right behind 
the Holiday Inn by the 
bay. 
First floor is NO SMOKING! 
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NA CHAS! tricshock,Bell'sobsessionwith"nonnaliz- fidestome,sbewomersbowshecanempower McCa,e-Johmon am Wendy Hazard were 
By: Rita M. Kissen ing" the Deaf led to a centu_ry of her ~n~ when &ie herself is part of the the oo-oosts. Bill Doughty, Director of Cur-
(NACHAS: a Yiddish word meaning oralism-vocalizingandspeechreadi.ng(lip ~ SOC1ety_that oppresses the~. Other riculumandAssessmertforthePortlandPub-
"pride, "pronounced with the accent on the reading)-a technique that experts now times, her fare lights up as she describes a shy lie Schools, Christina Mason, a junior at 
first syllable, which rhymes with "Bach.") know bas less than a 50 per cent accuracy studert's delightinabooksbe'sgivenbim,or Deering High and student rep on the Advi-
l spent the last week of my winter rate. So enduring was the taboo against a witty ertry in a di~ogue journal. Together, sory Board and SID sub-committee, and 
vacation visiting my daughter in California signing that many Deaf adults can still recall we ta1k abrut what rt means to~ an ally. "W_t Noreen May, a member of Citizens for 
As always, it was wondetful to be together being punished, sometimes corporally, for dreamofthedaywbenallbearingpeoplewill ExcellenceinEducation, were on the panel. 
and to experiencethe pleasures of San Fran- using their bands to talk. One of Michelle's beadmcatesfortheDeaf, am allbeterooexuals Much of the ensuing conversation re-
cisco. I loved it all, but especially the day I Deaf colleagues told me of bis youth at a ~ support ~ lesbian, gay and bisexual volved around the question of whether or 
spent at the school where Michelle teaches school fortheDeafwhereoralismis still the fnends and relatives. 1 recall the word<; of not to allow the students to be surveyed 
English to Deaf students. guiding principle. Only when he went away Eddie, a student! oixe read abrut in an article regarding their sexual behavior and their 
Though I have been learning about to college and learned ASL (American Sign °~ New Yolk's Harv:~ Milk School_for 1~- feelings about condom availability. 
Deaf culture from Michelle for over ten Language)didhebegintofeel"right"about bian and gay youlh: Although haVIng this Ms.Mason,thestudentmemberofthe 
years, visiting her school was an altogether himself. school is fabulous, 1 hope there will be a day panel, was by far and away the most articu-
different kind of education, especially for Because Deafness is a culture as when there is no gay school. Because, you late, intelligent, wise and well-spoken per- · 
someone like me, who spends almost every well as a condition, the Deaf community, know, honey, there shouldn't have to be son in the room, including the people who 
working day in schools. Watching the inter- liketb.egaycommunity,isbesetbyconflicts one." ... called in. She began by point out that two 
actions among adolescents who were so over identity and strategy. Many of the years ago a survey of sex behavior, asking 
much like the high school students I see at disagreements have to do with language: CONUNDRUM, continue<!from page 2 far more explicit questions , was conducted 
Portland and Deering, and meeting her fac- proponents of ASL argue that itis the natural stated that, ''What happens when you only in the high school and caused no particular 
ulty colleagues, I was reminded of something language of the Deaf and consider Signed have an abstinenre-based program is that you controversy. She also underlined the fact 
she and I have talked about many times: the English ( an attempt at the literal rendering of miss ahuge pen:entageof thekids because you that the survey is anonymous and voluntary: 
parallels between being Deaf in a bearing English vocabulary and syntax into signs) look at the population of high school kid'i, and So much for Ms. May' s opposition based on 
world and being gay in a heterosexist soci- assimilationist. Some in the Deaf commu- by the time they are seniors, up to 74% of them invasion of privacy. 
ety. nity favor sending Deaf children to be aresexually active. So,ifyou' reonl.yteacbing Bill Doughty, the consummate bu-
Like homosexuality, deafness is mainstreamed in h~ng schools; others abstineixe, you' re only talking to 26% of them reaucrat, whose primary language is Double 
both a state of being and a culture. Both argue that only by growing up around chil- at that point." Talk, managed to agree with everybody and 
groups have been stigmatized as · "unfit," dren and adults who share their culture can Samy Lovell, an erucator at Planned say nothing. When asked why oppose the 
and both have experienced recent liberation Deaf children develop the self esteem to Parenthood ad the mother of two daughters, survey, what was to be feared by gathering 
movements, symbolized for the Deaf com- empower them in the hearing world. thinks that kids deserve accurate infollllation infonnation, he answered, incredibly, that . 
munity by the rejection of the tenn "hearing abrut bow their bodies wolk Lovell quotes a they (the Superintendent' s Office) want to 
impai.red"infavorof''Deaf' (with a capital More than once during the day I survey which shows that 85% of parents do set policy first, before they know what the 
letter). · watched Michelle's bright, interesting stu- want sex erucation in the schools. Lovell target population is doing and thinking. He 
It was in the nineteenth century, dents and imagined them separated and sent insists, '1 think the real.issue here is that people then proceeded to shift the responsibility for 
that great age of scientific progress, that off to bearing schools. I thought of how are just uncomfortable with sexuality and it' s this decision to the School Committee, and 
Alexander Graham Bell invented the hear- strange and different they would appear to looked at as a value am treated like a moral intheprocess,artfullykissedhisbosses' ass. 
ing aid and declared that Deaf adults should kids who might laugh at them, or at best issue.'' Lovell comes down on the side ofkids "Tom Edwards gave a very scholarly 
be prevented from marrying lest they breed tolerate them as exotic oddities. Su~ postponing sexual behavior, but she at least andaccuraterespohsetotheAdvisory Board" 
Deaf children and weaken the race. Just thoughts reminded me of the stories I've wants them to feel OK about having sexual as to why he wouldn't allow the survey to 
· about the time that medical experts were heardatOU1RIGHT,fromlesbianandgay feelings. proceed, but then, Doughty continued, in a 
ousy coining the tenn ''homosexuality" for youth who have suddenly found their com- Beth lhinkll a community approach to bow to "democracy" they dumped it in the 
what they considered a pathological condi- munity afteryears ofloneliness and isolation. sexuality anditsdangersis best. Underlying all School Committee' s lap. Apparently , the 
tion, Bell was writing about "improving" on As a hearing teacher in a Deaf this talk, of course, is fe.ar of AIDS, and Beth scholarly nature ofEdwards1 response was 
nature and "correcting" God's mistakes. school, Michelle walks a fine line, one that wants kids to be ready to deal with that safely lost on the Board since they voted recently , 
And just as the medicalization of homo- l recognizeinmyownstruggles asahetero- and sanely. · 36 to4 ,infavorofthesurvey. Doughty and 
sexuality led to a hundred years of sexual.advocateforthe rightsoflesbian,gil,y The .show then moved into th:! panel May were among the four opposed. (The 
''treatments," from psychotherapy to elec- and bisexual people. Sometimes, she con- disrussion with a call-in questions phase. Eric See CONUNDRUM, page 7 
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PROGRESSIVE CARDS, GIFTS + WRAP 
615 a CONGRESS ST., POllTLAND 773-5547 
Gay/Lesbian Travel 
Gay Games IV - New York City 
June 18-25 
• RSVP Cruises 
, Atlantis Events 
• Windjammer 
Join over 1 million Gays and Lesbians as we Cruises 
celebrate Gay Games IV and the 25th Anniver- • Olivia Cruises 
sary of Stonewall. Head to NYC for the week or • Dude Ranches 
the weekend. Call us to make your travel arrange- • Rafting Trips 
ments. Hotel space is very limited. • Much more 
Adventure Tours, Inc. ADVENTURE T MVE~L INC. 
Two . Elsie Way • P.O. Box 6610 1G U 
Scarborough , ME 04074 
lntematlonal Gay Travel Association (207 ) 8 85-5060 Maine's only Member Travel Agency 
Box 232, Hallowell, ME 04347. 
Keynote speaker for the event is Lisa 
Keen, the Senior J!<titor of The Washington 
By: Celeste Gosselin Blade, the oldest and largest gay and lesbian 
For 1be eighth year, members and weekly publication in the United States. 
friends of the Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Lisa is one of the veteran journalists in the 
Alliance will gather for their annual dinner field of reporting on gay and lesbian issues. 
and awams banquet. The banquet is an She began her reporting for The Washing-
opportunity for members of the Alliance ton Blade in 1979 and joined the staff full-
and their friends to honor those who have time in 1981. 
contributed to the civil rights movement in In the area of gay-related ballot issues 
Maine. The Annual Dinner and Awards such as Colorado's Amendment 2, she has 
banquet is expected to draw 500 people tracked the progress of more than 50 such 
from ·around the stale. initiatives and referenda which have oc-
ML/GPA' s Annual Awai$ Dinner curred since 1974. Since the mid-1980's, 
/ --. 
•; • 0§0 •; • 0§0 
The AIDS Lodging House 
233 Oxford Street • P.O. Box 3820 
Portland, Maine 04104 
(207) 874-1000 • FAX (207) 874-1007 
and Banquet will be held at the Atrium at Keen's focus as a reporter has been on the Withever-tighteningstatebudgetsand people with this illness. 
Cooks Comer in Brunswick on Saturday, courts and Congress. In 1987 she completed constantly increasing operating expenses, In the month of March our "Comfort 
March5, 1994. Theeventbeginsat5:00PM a lengthy two-part series on the mostly Maine's non-profit organizations such as at Home" pledge chart will appear in this 
with coc.k1ails,followed by a buffet dinner at hidden history of gay-related cases that have the AIDS Lodging House of Portland, have publication. Our goal is to obtain 25 spon-
6:00 PM. A brief awards ceremony will come before the U.S. Supreme Court. She had to become increasingly creative in the sors to meet April's operating expenses for 
follow the speaker. · Dancing will begin at has also begun an annual analysis rating approaches to fund raising. the four units. Looking to the future, we 
9:30. Invitations will be mailed to all ML/ how justices vote on cases involving gays. "Comfort at Home" is a new fund- hopetoobtainsponsorsonaquarterlybasis. 
GPA members in late January or early Feb- For those traveling long distances or raising event developed by the AIDS Lodg- Please check this paper for further details. 
ruary. The price of tickets for the dinner is otherwise wishing overnight accommoda- ingHouse. This program asks individuals to WhilemuchoftheALHfundingconies 
$30 per person. Those interested in attend- tions, the Atrium has agreed to a special sponsor one or more of the AIDS Lodging from the State of Maine, the city of Portland 
ing who are not members of ML/GPA, or room rate of $40. When making reserva- House monthly operating bills. Your spon- and the United Way fund-raising efforts, 
who ·need information regarding reduced tions, you must indicate that you are attend- sorship will be recognized through special ALH has been forced to rely more and more 
rate tickets, may call Ms. Judy E.dgerly at ing the ML/GPA dinner in order to receive · gift incentives donated by local businesses. on the generosity of individual donors like 
626-9309 or write to her do ML/GPA, PO this rate. Forreservations,call 729-5555. ... Theseincentivesinclude gift certificates for you. "Comfort at Home" will help mini-
lf you've been looking for an apartment where you 
control the temperature, and heat & hot water are 
included, you 're getting warm. Looking for on site 
Fitness and Laundry facilities? Warmer. A variety of-
floorplans to suit your lifestyle? Ooh, real warm. All 
-thi :; only 15 minutes· from Portland or Brunswick? 
You're RED HOT! 
1846-33951 
Office Hours: Mon-Fri 8:30 - 5:00 
Sat 10:00 - 2:00 Sun 12:00 - 4:00 
Managed by Coastal Management Company 
. shoes, pizza, dating services, haircuts, cof- mizecostincreasestoourtenants. Formore 
fee,bagels,danceclasses,clothingandflow- information about our organization, or if 
ers, just to name a few. you would like to ·be a "Comfort at Home" 
CONUNDRUM, continued from page 6 1?e~~ Lo~ng Ho~e (ALH) is a sponsor, contact Jo~ Devou at 879-0075. 
B ard. made f 40 1 half f h four umt building which provides safe, af- Thank you for your mterest and support of a:; p~ts.) up O peop e, 0 w om f~rdable, co~ortable housing ~o, people the AIDS Lodgi~ House. . . . . 
w ndy Hazard nailed Mr Do gtity diagnosedwtthAIDSormv. W1ththe}:lelp Wewouldliketotbank:OuistineH:rilion-
th abe urdity f akin Ii. beu" ofthecommunity,theALHoffersaservice Dufourforhercreativityincomingupwiththe on e s o m g po cy .ore th uld th . be vailab1 ''Comti H ,, 
'--'" . . athered bu like all d at wo not o erwise a ,.e to ort at ome collCef(. ... 
uuorrnation lS g - , t goo 
bureaucrats, he weaseled out with an illogi-
cal,multi-Jayeredanswerthatmadenosense. 
Can anyone sense the truth here: 1HEY 
DON'TWANflHESURVEYBECAUSE 
1HEY KNOW 1HE STIJDENTS WilL 
OVFRWHELMINGLY SUPPORT CON-
DOMA V AilABil..lTY. Duh! 
WendyaskedNoreentoopineonthese 
matters. We learned that Noreen May is not 
a resident of P_ortland, and her two children 
are not in Portland Schools. They are expe-
riencing what Noreen calls, ''home school-
ing." Others might call it full-time indoctri-
nation. She is a member of Citizens for 
Excellence in Education, which is a radical, 
far-right extremist group with a hidden 
agenda. The ''family values" of which they 
speakinclude racism, hatred, bigotry, greed, 
selfishness, hypocrisy and homophobia 
· Noreen talked about this issue as a 
right to privacy questi9n and as government 
intrusion, even though she knows the survey 
is anonymous and voluntary, and even 
though she acknowledged that the survey 
I two years ago uncovered valuable informa-
tion. One wonders whether her contradic-
. See CONUNDRUM,page 8 
Lean on.me ... 
for distinctive handmade canes 
and wa1kin.g sticks 
C.a.dPahst 
34 Taylor Sa:ccr . 
Portland. Maine 04102 
(207) 773-3170 
f!'oucli 'Ifie 'Earth . 
American Indian 
Arts, Crafts & Jewelry 
SouthWest Designs & More 
Store Hours 
Monday through Saturday 
9:30-5:30 
"Spfrits Soar In," 
Tontine Mall• Brunswick 
. 207-721-0113 
(jift Certificates JlvaifaE{e 
Closed Sundays ' 'Visa • Ma.stercartf 
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Chew on This 
As I write this article, it's snowing 
AGAIN .. . Oh well, such is life in~! All 
this· soow and cold only serves to remind me 
just bow lazy I've been about physical exer-
cise since the holiday season began My 
·slacksaretighteraro.mdthebelt,andlcanfeel 
the extra ru1k before I even step on the scale 
for the confinnation that I have indee.d a£kJed 
a few pounds. 
I'm al.so reminded that diet alone is nrt 
theanswer. I, we,havetoMOVEthosebodies 
in order to keep them fit and well. Winter 
provici!s an additional challenge in that, short 
of skiing, there are few outdoor opportunities 
for physical exercise. 
lbere are several ways to respord to 
this dilemma Oneistojoinalocalhealthclub. 
Most of us live reasonably close to one, but 
have yoo thought of your local ootel? For 
instance, the Sheraton TarainSouthPortland 
~anexcellentfacility whichiocl.udesapool, 
an exercise room with ro\ving and step ma-
chines, two treadmills, three bicycles, univer-
sal weigtts and free weights, hot tub and 
saunasinboththemen' sand women' schang-
ing moms. Towels and keys are provided all 
members. Check out the hotels in yoor city. 
Ofcourse,joiningahealthclubmaynrt 
be an option for all of us because of limited 
time or scant financial resources. lbere are, 
however, otreraltematives, oneof wbichis to 
set up oor own exercise program at oome. 
With the glut of video exercise tapes avail-
able,onecanrockwithRichardSimmons,get 
down with Cher, engage in peaceful Tai Chi 
•with David Caredine, ordo Yoga with one of 
themanyteacherswhohaveprowcedavideo 
tape for the home exercise erthusiast. 
Still other avenues for exetei.se in the 
wirter are skating rinks, bowling and even 
'wallringthemall'. lbeideais to "just do it!" 
For some of us, physical exercise is as 
much a part of our lives as breathing. For 
otbers,especiallythoseofuswholiketothink 
that we can get our required amourt of energy 
ou~t simply by wallringfrom thedoorofthe 
house or office to the car, even thinking about 
exercise quickens our heart rate! Yoong 
bodies are very forgiving. They will tolerate 
abuse and neglect with minimum retaliation 
But those of us who have long passed the 
phase in our lives when we could refer to our-
. THE 
WtQT 
~~IDE ~~ Qf.oTAUQAITT . 
58 Pinc Street 
Portland 
773-8223 
Cuisine with a flair! 
Serving from 5 p.m. 
Casual ambiance 
Closed on Mondays 
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Rose Mary 
Denman 
bodies as being yoong can testify that as our 
bodies age, they become far less forgiving. 
Good eating habits and exercise become a 
matter of survival. 
Exercise and good eating habits are a 
matterof discipline. (I know .... I bat that word 
too!) Many of us were raised on high fat and 
high sugar diets. We were al.so probably not 
encouraged to participate in regular exercise 
as children beyond one of our parents yelling: _ 
"Whydon'tyougooutandplay." B~ 
away from these not-so-good habits takes 
woik and detennination It is well worth it. 
DeanOmish,authorofSlRFSS,DIET 
AND YOUR HEART, as well as Deepak 
Chopra,authorofAGELFSSBODY, TIME-
LESS MIND, both worth reading, agree that 
a combination of diet and exercise are needed 
to maintain a healthy body. Both al.so stress 
that oor bodies crave two kinds of exercise: 
stretching to keep muscles and joints loose, 
and aerobic exeicise to keep a healthy heart. 
Neither fonn reeds to be done for more than 
twenty minutes, but both are important 
So, before you go into yoor kitchen to 
make a wonderli.11. winter stew or healthy, but 
gooey desert, take a bit of time to give your 
body what it craves ... a bit of exercise. 
And, aftex yoo exercise, here's a won-
derful stew to have simmering in yourcrock-
pot. .. sometbing hot andnutritious waiting for 
you after a bard day. The recipe comes from 
the February '94 issue of VEGEfARIAN 
TIMF.S. We tried it recently, and it's really 
wonderful! 
SPICYBLACKBEAN SIEW 
1/4 cup water 
1 large onion, chopped 
2 medium red bell peppers, chopped 
2 tbs: minced garlic 
1 stalk celery, diced 
1 cup diced cairots 
3 cups diced fresh or canned tomatoes 
1 cup V-8 or tomato juice 
15 oz canofblackbeans,rin.sedanddrained 
3 tsp. chili powckr, orto taste, 
1/4 cup diced canned chilies 
1 tsp. cumin 
1/2 tsp. coriander 
Salt and pepper to taste 
In a skillet, over medium-high heat, 
bring water to simmering. Add onions, bcll 
pepper and garlic. Cover and steam for 3 
minutes. Spoon imo slow cooker. Add 
remainingingredients,exceixsaltandpepper. 
Cook on low for 6 to 8 hours, or wtil stew is 
thick. Salt and pepper to taste. Serves 6. 
Persexving: 180Cal;8gProt;0.6gFat; 
35g Cam.; 0 Chol.; 246mg Sod.; 8g Fiber. 
(Vegan) 
CONUNDRUMS, continued from page 7 
tions, . some even in the same sentence, 
stem from ignorance or just her natural 
hypocrisy. 
She actually draws a distinction be-
tween the students asking the survey ques-
tions and the Advisory Board asking the 
questions because one is "Big Govern-
ment"!! Excuse me, Noreen, it's anony-
mous and voluntary-remember? She also 
objects on the grounds that she feels the 
Board is already pro-condom so the whole 
thing is unfair and biased I wonder if she'd 
feel that way if the prevailing opinion 
coincided with herown? Also, please note 
that she got involved on the Board with her 
mind already made up. 
Ms. Mason very gracefully disputed 
the outrageous charge by Ms. May that the 
Board is biased. Chri~tina acknowledged 
that some Board members will probably 
vote for condom availability, but others are 
looking at the infonnation and statistics 
before deciding. Ms. Mayhaslittlefaithin 
democracy, I gather. 
Mr. Doughty regained control of the 
microphone and rambled on about this 
being the ''best" Advisory Board ever ( even 
though he's against what they are doing) 
and that in his judgment this will be a "very 
interestingexerciseindemocracy." Amaz-
ing, in the midst of this healed controversy, 
Mr. Doughty was able to make a stirring 
conclusion with which no one could dis-
agree. Sort of like concluding that what-
ever the outcome of the war in Bosnia, it 
rained a lot. 
Co-host McCabe-Johnson shame-
· lessly caved in to Ms. May's assertion that 
the pro-condom forces were already de-
cided, and he asked Ms. Mason how she 
would vote on the matter. Ms. Mason 
should have refused to answer,. and could 
easily have pointed out that Noreen May is 
already decided. Why is being in favor of 
something any more suspect than being 
against it? Noreen May gotinvolvedin this 
question from the start because she is op-
posed, and will let no information to the 
contrary sway her. Her position is far more 
rigid than anyone else' s. 
McCabe-Johnson relieved the ten-
sion by taking a call. Amusingly, the 
narrow-minded caller raked Mr. Doughty 
over the coals for "pushing the issue." 
Doughty go so rattled that he forgot the 
question, and Ms. Mason came to the res-
cue and reconstructed the wording. 
Ms. May then weighed in with the 
preposterous accusation that earlier in the 
year the Board knowingly accepted false 
information -and tried to push through a 
condom availability plan Ms. May was 
repeatedly substituting the word "distribu-
tion" for "availability" in order to deliber-
ately inflame the hysteria around this 
issue. Ms. Mason bad pointed out the vast 
difference between "availability" and "dis-
tribution" prior to Ms. May's misstate-
ments. 
Co-hostJohnsonthen played a Chris-
tian Rap provided by Ms. May, intermpt-
ing Ms. Mason's ability to respond to the 
outlllQ<lish charges made.by Mar. Upon 
·returning to the discussion, it was Ms. 
Hazard who called May on her statements 
and asked her why she is so opposed to 
condoms. 
May said condoms break. She also 
said that 90% of sex education should 
stress abstinence (100% of it does now). 
She cited statistics from imaginary schools 
"out west" and said that if the abstinence 
program in Portland is not working, then 
they're not teaching it right. 
1bis survey is about education and 
information. The Board bas voted to go 
aheadwiththesurvey. Thenextmoveisup 
to the School Committee. • .. 
JUST FOR US 
!ntrod11ctio11s or Ga , lesbian a11d Bisexuals 
Please return this coupon with legal-sized stamped, self-
addressed envdope for membership info~tion. 
Have you been looking for LOVE 
in all the wrong places? 
Let your Fairy Godmother 
wave her Magic Wand and 
transform your life! 
Valentine's Day Special: 
Join with a rriend ... 
Two membenhips ror the price or one! 
Orrer good only during the month or Feb ~~~~r..;1 
879-0352 ror more iruormation 
Name:-------------------
Mailing Addr~: 
State: ____ _ Zip Code: _________ _ 
Lessons from the 
epidemic. - Part VII 
David 
Over 500,000 people died last year in Smith, Ed.D 
Americafrom their addiction to drugs, mostly 
nicotine and alcohol. Addiction is the single 
mostexpensiveandbidd~ncostinthemedi-
cal care system. One of the most important 
and powerful lessons we are learning from 
the HIV epidemic is that we have another spent thinking about, planning for and ob-
raging epidemicin our land-ADDICTION. sessing about our addiction), the develop-
Itis a cultural, spiritual and physical disease. ment of a drug seeking behavior and style 
Alongwiththeawarenessofaddiction (we. change our life to enable ourselves to 
an addiction We need to see workabolism 
for what it is and not peddle it as a panacea 
in a capitalist world We need to take our 
own inventories and make changes. Each 
change begins with the first step. Only then 
will we all be able to see the impact of the 
epidemic of addiction on each of us. 
VALENTINE'S DAY 
GREETINGS 
as a disease, the period of time we have "getthedrug"),masteryofdrugabuseskills • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
experienced the epidemic bas also be.en a (we become .good at ''using"), and the in- Baby, baby, baby, baby, baby, baby, baby, 
period (!f time that has seen an explosion in ability to stop regardless of adverse conse- baby, baby, baby, baby, baby, Pookster 
the number of people using -12-step pro- quences (so often this is the piece that others baby, baby, baby, baby, baby, baby, baby, 
grams to deal with their various addictions. can see clearly). The progression of the baby, baby, baby, baby, baby, baby, baby, 
I believe that there are no coincidences. disease of addictions· is clear. baby, baby, baby. , 
Too often many of us have seenaddic- While the AIDS epidemic has helped 
tion as a moral issue. "If you can't control to open our eyes to addiction, denial, • • • • • • • • • "- • • • 
your drinking, then stop," epitomizes that addiction'smajorcharacteristic, isstill with To my hot '1ittle boy" in OOB -WOOF. 
concept. Since HIV is transmitted by intra- us. It is not just the addict who denies by I can still smell you, Valentine. Even 
venous drug users when sharing needles, trying to "control" theaddiction,itis also the after all this time. You see how you are? 
ourworkintheepidemicdemandedthat we whole society who denies by refusing to Love you and miss you. -''Daddy" 
takeaclos~rlookataddictionandataddicts. provide help. Treatment on demand bas 
This was often a painful look, as most . becomeapowerfulsloganinthefightagainst • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
ofus have personal experiences with addic- AIDS. Yet, there are still too few treatment 
tion and addicts. Many of us grew up in opportunities available for those who want To the sweetest, sexiest, most beautiful 
homes where alcohol or other drugs created help. If we can stop blaming the addict, we woman I've ever known. You take my 
problems. We would often rather not look can start treating the disease. breath away. Michelle Russell and I 
at addiction and its ramifications because of 12 - Step Programs are also still with haven't gotten it back yet. Happy 
the personal memories it can bring up. But us. Individuals who use these programs Valentine's Day! Love you, KAW 
also, we were afraid to see the manifestation have developed effective means of chang-
of the disease in ourselves, if it was present. ing their behavior and maintaining that be- • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Sure there are cocaine addicts, and heroin havior change. These programs and their 
addicts, crack addicts and alcoholics. But wisdom· are great gifts for those who use 
therearealsoworkaholics,sexaddicts,shop- them. 
pingaddicts,foodaddictsandcodependents. However, we need more treatment 
We can be addicted to cleaning, chocolate, programs for chemical dependency,. and 
exercise and controlling others. We can use more importantly we need to recognize our 
behaviors and substances to avoid feeling cultural codependence and see how it is also 
our feelings and living within our own real- -...., .................. -------------------------------------iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ...... 
ity. 
With addiction such a powerful force 
and threat in our lives, it was easier to ignore 
it. "The junkies and dope fiends are the real 
problem. They should just say no and clean 
uptheiract!" But as we began working with 
people who are addicts, we met some very 
human and deeply spiritual people. People 
who use are suffering from a disease. A 
disease that bas consistent ~ymptoms and 
whose outcome~ untreated, often leads to 
death. This is really scary. What did we 
learn about the disease of addiction? 
We learned that there are clear Pat-
terns of Addiction. These are the same for 
drugandbehavioraddictions,andindicatea 
progression of the disease that often leads to 
death. These patterns include: increasing 
dose size or frequency of behavior (we use . 
more and more to get relief), preoccupation 
with the substance or behavior ( our time is 
- a a a a a a 
Does it worl<.? I'm 50! 
Leah Aranovltch, BA,MA CPT 
American Council on Exercise 
1st Place Ms. Maine Masters 1992 
(lhe Body c:g.l'lm 
In our 4th year of operation. 
Body sculpting 
through weight training 
Offering personally designed one-
on-one programs for beginning 
through advanced weight training. 
Also offering sports specific 
weight training: 
• Running • Tennis 
• Golf • Skiing 
• Cycling • Swimming 
• Team sports 
LOOK BEITER FEEL BEITER 
PERFORM BEITER 
Saco & Portland Locations 
207-284-5376 
a a a a a a a a a 
Grandmere's Farm 
Buckfield, Maine 
207/336-2484 
Creamy white sheep pelts, 
3" fleece 
Meat: Rabbit 
Lamb (whole or half) 
"Gayly" raised and cared for 
Treating the whole person 
Is the key to wholeneM. 
Counseling available on a 
sliding fee scale. 
Rose Mary Denman 
MA.,M.Dtv. 
Portland, Maine 
207/879-0371 
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GOAL, continued from page 2 don't listen to that stuff anymore. But, it: to any queer jokes." back. lbey keep shooting him down. Just 
your organiZBtion and ·the response from you're not out, you' re gonna continue to Dan continued, '1nthepolicestationl for being gay he got fired. So he's had a 
otherofficers," !inquired. Sandy could only listen to that stuffbecause they talk that way. imagine you'd still hear stuff that would hurt rough time of it. He has the support of his 
answer for Lawrence, Massachusetts. She I was in the South Portland Police Depart- you." Sandy acknowledged, 'Tuey are set friends there, but the Department as a whole, 
said, 'There are mixed emotions on both ment a few months ago when they had the in their ways, but you get used to it." Dan they give him a lot of trouble. It's not that 
sides. Someguysdon' tcareeitherway, but electionandtheysaid, 'WelltheFrenchdid offered, "If you belong to something like easy to be out, I'm telling you." 
then again, I'm a female. There's only one something good At least they kicked the this, (GOAL)atleastthere'llbepeoplewho 'Well,lwouldthinkthatinthecontext 
other female officer, and she doesn't care fucking queers out of Lewiston.' If you' re understand what you' re going through. And of police it would be difficult," I sympa-
either. I'm sure if I wasaguyl'dgetalotof not out, you have to listen to stuff like that. youdon'thavetobeout. Youdon'thaveto thiz.ed. Dan concurred, adding, "It's gotta 
razzin' ." Even if they don't want to come out they march in the parades or be in the papers. A be one of the most difficult places to be out. 
"So there are no males?" I probed need support; someone to talk to, someone lot of people are afraid to do that." It'd be like the military just about." Sandy 
Sandyinformed, "Nomalesareout. Ihave who understands the kind of atmosphere Sandynoted,"Youdon'tevenhaveto added, "Yeah, well they have their jokes 
strong suspicions, but I'm not gonna force theyworldnandthekindofpressurethey're be at the meetings all the time. Just get the they like to play. They'll leave a condom 
'em out either. I'm sure they'd get more under because of their sexual identity. newsletter and be supported and know that around or they' 11 leave little notes, but they 
problems than I do.'' 'When you came out in you're work you can call somebody if you need help, do get better. My Department's gotten 
"Sobasicallythereisnovemal~use," setting, did people just automatically stop until you get to the point where you wanna much better with me. I don't see any more 
I summed. Danjumpedin, 'Toereis, and if doingthat?" I puzzled. Danexplained, "No, be at the meetings and you wanna be with problems. Some of the old guys though, 
you're not out, it's just as bad because people would walk out of the room when I people.'' they don't even like you being a woman 
they'llbesayingthesethingsrightinfrontof walked in. At first it wasn't warm at all. "8:ow many members are there in much less being gay, so I have to listen to 
you. They'llbetalkingaboutthose 'fucking They got scared. With the exceptionofone NewEngland?"lasked. Sandyclaimedthat that." Dan agreed, "Some of those guys · 
queers' or something, you know. And that's or two people, the others just didn't talk to there are between 55 and 60 members, and don't like women cops." 
likestabbingyouandyoucan'tdoanything me anymore for awhile, and then they thattherewouldbemore, buttheyhaven't Sandyexplained,"Someofthemhave 
about it because you' re not out, so you' re started to warm up and come around lbey had the press to get out the news that their changed because they say, 'you 're a woman 
not gonna stand up for yourself. 1bat used got used to it, and everyone is frienclly now organization exists. cop but you like what I like so you' re alright 
to happen to me at work. They' d say things and I don't have to listen to that stuff any- Dan wanted to emphasize his willing- now. The other woman cop, who's straight, 
like that and tell 'queer' jokes until it got to more.'' ness to be a contact person for GOAL/NE doesn't like what we like, so she doesn't 
me so bad that I couldn't stand it anymore. . I probed deeper, "Was there a period hereinMaine. AnyoneinterestedinGOAL/ belong here.' Aslongasllikewhattheylike 
lhadtotellthemthatlwasgayandlwasn't where people still did that and you'd call NE, orwhowouldliketogotoameeting, I'm alright.'' 
goingtoputupwiththatshitanymore. And themonit?" Dan retorted, "No. Eversince can write to Dan O'Neil at P.O. Box 55, "Yeah, that's true, I suppose a gay 
that's worked for me. The people come ltoldthemlwasgay, they'veneverdoneit. Biddeford, ME 04005, or call him at 77~- woman has something in common with 
around. They've been cold to me, but they haven't 8494. someofthoseguys,"Iopined. Sandy agreed, 
-. 
"Igetlll.ongfinewitheverybodyandl said anything tome. ldon'thavetolisten Dan is a probation officer here in "Yeah,Ido,withacoupleofguys. Toeylike 
a 
GOO~OOKIN' 
KATAHDIN 
We came in from the cold, quiet strc:erand entered the warmth 
and bustle of Katahdin . The place was packed. The host, an 
. attractive blonde man apologetically told us that then: would be a 
short wait for a table. "Would you mind waiting at the bar?" he 
asked. "No problem," I replied. "Smoking or non-smoking?" 
"Smoking," Allison said quickly. 
This was my fim time at Katahdin. Allison had been here with 
friends and. had been raving about it for months. "You'll love the 
food," she whispered as wi: made our way to a couple of empty 
barstools. We sat down and were approached from behind the bar by 
a beautiful and vivacious woman of a certain age . She looked very 
familiar. "Can I help you?" she asked as she cleared off the empties 
and wiped the bar. 
I asked for a martini and Allison ordered a hot chocolate. While 
we waited for our drinks I looked around, taking in the place. Nice ' 
old quilts on the wall. A candelabra that would have given Liberace 
nighonarcs. 'An orange ceramic fish with rows oflighrs. Interesting 
arr on display. Eclectic with a capital E. 
"Herc you go," the bartender said as she put our drinks in front 
of us. My martini was served in a small carafe nestled inside a bowl 
of crushed ice. Very classy. "This is quire a presentarion,n I said. 
"That's the name of the game at Katahdin ," she replied with a smile. 
I had to ask her, "You look familiar. When: have I seen you before?" 
She laughed and said, "My name's Gloria and I'_ve been doing this 
for a lot of years in a lot of different places, seems I've ment most 
everyone in Portland. No telling when: we might have mer." She 
gave me a friendly wink and went off ro wait on someone else. 
My martini was perfeet. I was so content that if I'd been a cat I 
would have been purring my head off. As for Allison, I didn't have 
time to ask how she was doing. She was gn:e9ily slurping down her 
hot chocolate in a manner that didn 'r become her. I almost resented 
it when the host came up and told us char our table was ready. 
774-1740 • SPRING AND lllGH STREET 
MON-THURS 5PM - 10PM • FRI AND SAT 5PM - 11PM 
page 1 
Maine which exemplifies the fact that that. As long as I have the same taste in 
GOAL/NE includes members from all women as they do, they'll let me in. lbey 
branchesoflawenforcement(evenDistrict always ask me, 'Would you,' and I say, 
Attorneys!),notjusttheuniformedservices, 'Youguysarebad,' buthey,theyacceptme, 
and all leve~local, state and federal. See GOAL, page 12 I 
Sandy returned to the subject of col-
league reaction. She feels that the attitude 
of the other officers depends on how you 
come out. If you' re forced out that can be 
bad. But if you tell your friends, and they 
tell their friends, it's much better. 
Sandy asked Dan, "You told your 
friends?" Dan replied, "No. Thefirstperson 
I told was my supervisor, but he was the 
biggest offender; he was the worst one. So 
I went into his office one day and had a 
meeting with him and told him. And then I 
left it up to him how he wanted to deal with 
it with the other people. He told everybody 
that I had informed him that I was gay and 
they had to be more sensitive to those kind 
of issues around me. And it worked!" 
"Have you heard any stories from 
other members who had a more difficult 
time of it?" I pumped. Sandy delivered, 
"Wehaveoneguynowwho'sbeencharged 
with indecent assault, or something like 
that, and he's supposed to be in cpurt this 
month. He's been suspended pending the 
outcome of the trial." Sandy furthered, 
"MikeCarney,thevice-presidentofGOAL/ 
NE is a Springfield (Mass.) cop who got 
fired for being gay before we had the law. 
He's been fighting ever since to get his job 
ANANAEL 
1993 Title 
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+ 
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.6. Yoo are single or manie.d filing 
jointly and have NO DEF£NDENTS. 
bia in the movie are left alone. 1bey stand 
•Deduction for 1/2 of self-employ- there. No one answers them. lhemovie,as 
By: Peter 1. Callnan, CPA .6. Taxableincomeislesstban$50,000. 
''What tax fonn should I file?" .6. Income is only from wages, salruy, 
ment tax a whole, answers the bigots, perhaps umat-
This is probably one of the most com- tips taxable schol.arsbips or fellowships, and 
monly aske.dquestions this time of year. So, ~ income less than $400. 
•Any other adjustments isfactorily, but for me it serves its pwpose. 
.6. Yoo itemize your deductions on ltislikehavingabucketoficewaerdumped 
Scredule A on you. Wake up! Gay rights is a life and 
why don't we review the different Fonns- .6. y 00 have 00 adjustments to income 
that can be file.d with the IRS. The three (like an IRA contribution). 
fonns are a 1040:EZ, 1040A, and a 1040. .6. Yoooon'titemizededlctions. 
Basically they are the 'Easy', 'Short', and .6. 1bere are 00 other taxes or tax 
'Long' versions. Filing a different form credits to report. 
.6. Yoo are subject to other taxes such death struggle. We have enemie.s who want 
as self-employment and any cxhers, indud- to kill us, hurt us, jail us. If this film helps 
ing those listed above. alert you to these realitie.s, then it bas served 
.6. Yoo utilize any tax credits ~r than a great and higher purpose. Go get pissed 
those listed above. •• off! •" 
may allow you to save on your taxes. Don't File a Form 1040A if: 
assume the form sent by the IRS is the best .6. Taxable income is less than $50,000 
one for you to use. Review this information and yoo HA VE DEF£NDENTS. PHILADELPHIA: 
for tax saving opportunities. Good luck! .6. your income is from one of those 
Movie Review File a Fonn 1040EZ if: listed above or: 
--.;;•U:::;D;l:ENCES ONLY 
"A CELEBRATION OF SEXUAHHAOS!" 
-TORONTO STAR 
773-1999 
Open 7 days 
Lower Lobby 
151 Middle St., Portland 
•lrterest ard dividends-oo limit 
•Pensions, anmities ard IRA' s 
•Unemployrnem compensation 
•Taxable social security or railroad 
retirement 
By: Luke Balboni 
Tom Hanks said that Philadelphia is 
about the way we treat each other. I've seen 
this movie in which he stars, and I think he's 
right. There are many levels upon which 
benefits this 'treating each other' takes place. For 
.6. Yoo' re making a deductible or non- example, we see the way straight lawyers 
deructible IRA contrirotion. treat a closeted gay man. We see the way 
.6. Yoo oon't itemize de<ilctions. they treat a young up-and-comer . 
.6. Your only othertaxes are the Weseethewayastraightlawyertreats 
advance earned iocome credit or alternative a prospective client with AIDS, the way the 
minimum tax. straight lawyer's friends treat him for repre-
.6. Your only tax credits include: senting a gay man, the way hospital staff 
•The earne.d inrome credit treat the lover of someone with AIDS. We 
•A credit for dlild or ~penrent see the way the gay man's family treats their 
care expenses · son and brother, the way lawyers treat each 
•A credit for el~rly or disable.d other when one of their own strays from the 
File a Fonn 1040 if: code, and we see the way the jury considers 
.6. Taxable income is over $50,000. the "rights' of a gay man dying of AIDS . 
.6. Your income is from any source Some of these behaviors will uplift 
including all of the above and: you, such as the family support Andrew 
•Self Employment - Schedule C Beckett (Hanks' character) gets orthedevo-
•Rents & Royalties-Scredule E tion of his lover (played by Antonio 
-capital Gains-Schedule D Banderas). Some of the other behaviors will 
•Taxable state tax refun~ sicken you, such as the barroom behaviorof 
•Alimony Denzel Washington's buddies with their 
•Sale of your home-Form 2119 overt and disgusting expressions of ho-
•Any other soorces rnophobia 
.6. Yoo have adjustments to Total HOMOPHOBIA, a noxious and fatal 
Income such ac;: , social disease which afflicts every waking 
•Deductible or non-deductible IRA moment of the homosexual reality. There's 
contributions a lot of homophobia in this film. There is 
•Alimony paid much more in our lives. 
•Deduction for self-employe.d Most of the occurrences of homopho-
INSURANCE & 
BONDING 
1=1 PINKHAM 
lr-1 AGENCY, INC. 
BUSINESS 
• BUILDING/CONTENTS 
• GENERAL LIABILITY 
• BUSINESS AUTO 
• WORKER'S COMP. 
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• UMBRELLA LIABILITY 
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INSURANCE AND BONDING 
CALL AND COMPARE 
786-0624 
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PERSONAL 
•AUTO 
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THE GATHERING 
Meets every Tuesday 
7:00-9:00 PM 
USM Commuter Lounge 
Student Center, Portlland Campus 
A safe space to~ i.wles 
concerning lesbian, gay, bisexual 
and tramgendered people 
-Feb. 15 - The Military:An Inside 
Perspective 
l• ~lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!!! 
March 8 • Ex-Lovers and Small 
Community: Maintaining Cooncc:tions. 
lm&il ... 11\\l\ll\l\l\l\l\lll\ 
March 22 - Long Tenn Companions: 
The Politics of Gay & Lesbian Families. 
Karen Ludwig & Catherine McCumeD 
April 12 - Gender Dysphoria. Cross-
Dressing and Transsexualism: 
Personal Accounts. 
April 26 - Coffee House & Dance 
Featured performers: Cathy Poole and 
That Eternal Desire. DJ Deb will spin 
tunes. Catered by Barbara's Kitcbm & 
The Coffee Grounds, Inc. 
:•:~:t:~:et?MIHII I:::::::::::::::nn::: 
No meetings Feb. 22nd & Mardi 29th 
Sponsored by: The Counvling Center, 
The Alliance (or Saual Di.-enity; Womm's 
Fonun; Student Lire; Student Balda; 
Women's Studies; and Tbe Womm's 
Center. 
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GOAL, conlin11,edfrompage 10 
so." 
ticket. Heconcludesthatone'ssexualorien- wasn't gonna let them get away with any- stereotyping he was kept away fromjuve-
tation doesn't make any difference. "You thing, but I wouldn't let anyone get away niles. 
On a different tack I asked, "is there a do your job." with anything." Dan ruminated, 'Well, when a juve- . 
perception that gay police officers would Dan added, '1 supervise (as their Pro- . "Kidnappedhimfor alength of time?" nile case worker retired, there were two of 
behave differently on the job; like would bation Officer) several people who are gay laskedincredulously. "Yeah, they tookhim us who had been working on the Intensive 
they be less brave or treat certain people and it doesn't make any difference." Dan all the way up to Houlton, where they were Supervision Program which ended at the 
more or less favorably." Sandy retorted, has also beenassignedthetaskofpreparing found, and in the process, beat him up and same time, so one ofus was going to adult 
"They tend to respond along with the stereo- pre-sentence investigations on people who robbed him. He (the victim) knew these probation ·and one to juvenile. I had had 
type that a gay woman would be tougher and are gay and those can be slanted, but he goes people knew him, and knew he was gay, but some experience with junvenile probation, 
a gay man weaker." Dan offered, "Ibey by the same guidelines as he would for they probably figured it's OK to do that to and before my even being a cop all my 
might think that if you went into a gay anyone. _ him. But, they got caught." experience was with juveniles. I was a 
situation you might not do what a hetero- Dan has even bad to deal with a case Dan filled in, "The male involved got youthful offender counselor and I had run a 
sexual person would do, but I don' t think it wherethecrime wasgay-bashinganditwas all sorts of jail time, but the two females got youth program in the town in New York 
wouldbeanydifferentthanifsomeonewere difficultforhim,buthewasverycarefulnot none, just the Intensive Supervision Pro- where I came from. But my supervisor 
lrish and they went to break up an Irish to do .anything different from established gram. lbey didn't go to jail at all. A never asked me which I preferred nor did he 
party." · pro(?edure. In fact, he's bad two such cases, miscarriage of justice, I thought." Dan offer me the juvenile job. If be had asked 
lgrilled, "Haveyouhadanysituations oneofwhichiscuirent. Aprobationerofbis added that women with children are often thoughlwouldhavesaidno. Working with 
where you went to deal with a situation at a went out and robbed and beat up a gay not sentenced to jail and Sandy said that adults is a lot clearer. It kinda bugged me 
gay. bar or arrested gay people?" Sandy person. Dan knows the victim. This is a people with no criminal history don't go that he never considered me for it." 
responded, '"There's only one gay barin my tough situation, but he goes by the book and either, sometimes. I challenged, 'What makes you think 
area and it's not even in my city." Sandy does not let bis personal feelings get in the Sandy rejoined, offering the story of your supervisor was affected by certain 
explained that most of her area's gay people way. her bashing, ''when I got beat up at the gay prejudices?" Dan said that the homophobia 
are closeted, so the type of i ncident I'm Dan went on, "I used to be in Intensive bar in Methuen, MA (the only one around expressed in the past, such as bis supervisor's 
looking for just "never happens." She did Supervisionwhichisahousearrestprogram Merrimac Valley). It got shut down, and comment that, "aslongasl'msupervisorno 
say that the only gay-bashing she knows of (recently done away with). I had to super- then auctioned off and re-opened by another fucking queer is ever gonna get on this 
is her own. vise a whole family who beatup,kidnapped gay person. It is now called the Suburban program," suggested his decision was col-
Dan included that one time when he and robbed a gay person. First, I had the Country Qub. ored. It was statements like this that forced 
was with the South Portland Police he daughter,thenthemother, and they were "Iwasn' tworkingthatnight,butlwas Danto comeouttobisboss. 
stoppedawomanforspeedingandshetold both involved in this with the boyfriend. ontheforceatthattime. Iwentuptopickup Dan said that he doesn't really get 
him she had just come from the Under- They kidnapped this guy, beat him up and a friend, and right outside the bar two guys along withhissupervisorlikebeusedto, but 
ground. She smiled. Dan wondered what robbed him and I had to supervise them for beat me up. One was a Correction's Officer he doesn't care if bis supervisor sees this 
thathadtodowithanytbingandgaveherthe 18 months. I kept a close watch on them. I and the other was bis half-brother. They article. Sandy chimed in, ''He's going to 
you know ... 
a coach .•. 
get up and go 
~rive to take on anything 
inspiration 
passion 
life as it can be. 
helps you learn something new 
a coach ... 
encourages you to practice 
a coach .•. 
is there 
CoKf' 
Motivational Coaching . 
142 Big~ St., Po~land • 353-5850· I 
Cmdy Lupien, MEd. I 
=0 0 .nage 1 
claimed they didn't know it was a gay bar have more to worry about than this article if 
but they did get jail ~e (6 months, 1 1/2 he reads a gay newspaper." 
years probation) on a felony conviction for Dan has been associated with GOAIJ 
civil rights violation" under Massachusetts' NE since the March On Washington in 
gay-rights law. April. He says that some of the people at 
Dan added that the Attorney General work know about GOAL and bis member-
in Maine can, and has, prosecuted such ship in it, particularly bis office-mate. Dan 
cases under the hate-crimes law, particu- has marched in Pride marches with GOAL 
lady regarding the gay-bashing FSU Posse. in New York and Boston. Sandy said that 
("FSU" stands for Fuck Shit Up.) New York City GOAL marches with 
Dan works for the State Department GOAIJNE; ''Ibis · year they brought fire-
of Corrections in Biddeford, but he Ii ves in men, too!" 
Portland. lt' sunclearwhetherEPPprovides Sandy said that there are a thousand 
him any protection. He did risk firing when members of GOAL just in the New York 
he came out, but he didn't think that would Metro area alone, and then many more in 
happen. He stated, 'What usually happens the rest of the state, not to mention New 
is they harass you so baclly you quit." Jersey. 
Movingon,Dantoldrnethathedoesn't ''Has there been a National Conven-
workwithjuveniles. He was a juvenile case tion of GOAL," I mused? "There'll be one 
· worker in Skowhegan for a while, but this year," Sandy trumpeted. It'll be on the 
presently has no one under the age ofl 8. I Thursday before the Gay Pride March in 
asked him if he thought that because of See GOAL, page 14 
Gulf of Maine 'Books ~ 
INDEPENDENT BOOKSELLERS 
61 Maine Street 
Brunswick, Maine 04011 
729-5083 
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Norma Kraus Eule 
M~W. LC&W 
Liccn~d Clinical Social Worktr 
Individual, Group and 
Rtlationsl,ip Therapy 
Biddeford 
Portland 
.: 
10 Minot Avenue 
Auburn, Maine 04210 
('207) 784-874 7 
207-283-9109 
207-871-5238 
Paulette M. Bonneau LCSW 
Licensed Clincial Social Worker 
Addictions 
Eating Disorders 
Abuse Issues 
Relationships 
Individual, Couple 
Group, Family 
Psychotherapy . 
Insurance Reimbursable 
Achiever's Edge 
Counseling 
Individuals • Couples 
Stress Management 
Sexual Issues 
Men's Issues 
Women's Issues 
Sexual Addictions 
871-8134 
Nicholas Seferlis Marianne Trottier 
MS, L.C.P.C. MS, L.C.P.C. 
222 St. John St. • Portland 
Joanne H. Clarey Ed.D., L.C.P.C. 
871-0377 
a a 
Licensed C/incia/ Social Worker 
Psychotherapy 
a a a a a a 
Vivian L. Wadas M.A., L.C.P.C. 
774-i4o3 
236 Park Ave, Portland, Maine 
Fairfield, ME 
a a a a a a a a a a 
· /L BETSY Hoon 
/ / M.A., L.S.A.C. 
licensed Sllbstance Abuse Counselor 
Individual and Group Therapy 
for Addictions, Codepcndcnce 
and Family-of-Origin issues. 
Specializing in the healing of 
childhood wounds. 
1 Middle Road 
Cumberland Foreside 
Maine, 04110 
829-3221 
frct>¢rtck 0. Wolf. M. Div., S.T.D. 
P.utoral Cou.uellor 
m State Street 
Portl.!\nb. Malt1e 041"1 
Michelle Bolen 
Licensed Clinical Social Worker 
Grneral l'raditt • IMi.Wual I< Groups• Edualion I, Proanlaliom 
Specialties include ... 
childhood •bua issues • u gtr m•nagemut • wome•'s Issues 
51 Ocean Avenue• Portland, Maine 04103 
773-5573 
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GOAL, eontiluudfrom page 12 will soon be transfened to Community Po- r.===================::::::::::======::;i 
New York, wring the week of celebration licing . . This interview came on the heels of 
prior to the Mann (lbe conferen:e will be the 60 Minute (CBS News) interview with 
held on June 23, 1994 from 9 AM to 4 PM at Chief Pastore of tlie New Haven Police 
the Meidwts Oub in New Yolk Gty. Hotel Department. Sandy said her lieutenant has 
spacesarestillavailoole.ttheStMoritzonthe been in touch with Pastore, and that 
Pad., 50 Cemal Palk South, New Yodc, NY Lawrence, Massachusetts is about to em-
10019, (212)755-5800.) brace this policing concept with greater 
SandyandDansaidtheyarehopingthis enthusiasm. The Portland Police Officers 
article will resuhin new members. lbey have that we see around here on bicycles are part 
relied on the p-es.<; f<rmost ex their advertising, of this idea. 
and Sandy said that there will be ads soon in I asked Sandy and Dan what effect 
Bmbemood of Police Officers, Law and Or- they are having on the other police. Sandy 
· der ~zine am Police. Pride Marches and said that most of the officers got their ideas 
fund-misas are other means for getting the aboutg~ypeoplefromstereotypes, andthey 
word out that GOAL is there. would say that they know when someone is 
, B<ih Sandy am Dan empba.g.zed that gay. Andthentheyfindoutandtheyseethat 
they do JO "out'' people. GOAL is a support their judgements were wrong. "h teaches 
group. NowtbatheisamemberDansaidthat them something, that's for sure." 
evm though W <X'reSfer, Ma.,;sadu1S':Us is a Dan agreed, "Yeah, it's an education. 
long drive, he~ gets a lot out of the Theydon'tknowagayperson, orthatagay 
IDf'ffings am wruldn't miss~- Sandy person could possibly be a cop, so it's an 
agreed that mce you start going they become eye-opening thing." 
importmtoyou. "Aside from the effect on your col-
Sandy aclax>\yledged that the ocganiza- leagues do you think that you are helping to 
tion is Jargel.y made up oflocal police rather promotelesshomophobiainthecommunity 
than stale police (GOAL is open to all law at large?," I queried. Dan answered, "No. 
enfm:ement) am there are more men than lt'snotanissue.ltdoesn'tgetintomywork. 
women (which is true of police in general). Pe.ople may suspect because I have_ stickers 
'Ire rerteipiece ct a GOAL meeting is all over my truck that say I'm queer, I don't 
often aft3Ured speaker, but there is also time hide it." Sandy thinks that she does have a 
for the various membt7s to discuss more per- positive impact on the community because 
i1111 :11t diiiliin:lddiessi!look 
To orde~
1Q~i.n!lit or Visa, call 8amf~pmf3;:[: 
1lso1U1~46 2•66si 
sonal issues. No ooe is asked to~ it's she is oi:i the street and is out to the whole L.::::=============,-=:_=:_=_=_=_=_=_=...,..=_=_=:_=:_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=:_=_=_=_=_=_~ 
midly=datherewillbesixmembers city. In wrapping up, Dan wanted to em- I:JJ:t-~:lj}-~ij- ((</)\j>(i[(} 
:i~~=i:li;:a~~=~ ~i:: ::~:~:r~:n:~:!~ 1t##,0:Ya~•1t11P1~i 
=~1~;:1= ~~f=~:::a=~ 1 ta111 
training for local police." through Dan, their phone number or their 
Sandy bad Inelltioim earlier that she address. (See sidebar.) 
SISTER CREATIONS 
Gifts that support and 
empower women 
's Music, Art, Prints & Sculptures 
* 
Women's l~red Calendars & Datebooks 
Women Made Potte,y, Crafts & Jewelry 
Prile: Greeting Cards, Buttons ~ Decals 
Expanded: lines of Pride,Lesbian'Feminist Jewelry 
Prile: T-shits & Sportswear 
Kll<I T-shirts, Totes, Posters & Sweats 
L.esbian/Femirisl Books & Magaziles 
.. aoo other irferesting git ideas .. 
CHRIS AND TRET 
Concert Tickets 
Open Weekends only: 
Sat. 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
Sun. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Both agreed that the most important 
benefit of membership is the understanding 
you will get about what it is like to work in 
a homophobic workplace, and the support 
you can count on if you decide to come out 
to your Department. · · §~EJt~llls• 
::~~f =ds:~~.~~:!te~ 1r1.•~,~a11~1ilt1~! 
ingtonotethatcommunitypolicing,thefirst g###@~#~##@~~Y:i#~#~~j: 
chink in the "us . vs . . them" mentality' is iW~~!¥:{ffi#.i:@i @~ #9.~#r: :; . > < 
- llfe P-na, Inc. 
proudly P";..nta 
3for 1* 
(3 shows for the price of 1} 
(YAGOTTAWANNA 
& 
HEARTSTRINGS 
& 
KIM VOLK) 
Saturday March 12, 1994 
· First Parish Church 
425 Congress St., Portland,Maine 
$10.50 advance $12.00 day of show 
GENERAL ADMISSION 
TICKET OUTI.ETS: Amadeus Music and 
Walkabout In Portland, Sister Creations In 
Freeport, Macbeana In Brunswick, JKS 
Copyprlntera In Belfast and Lady Iris In 
Portsmouth, NH. 
Special Reserved Seating ~($15.00 per 
ticket} available only by mall from: 
FRi::i:crR~U~EJo~~~g~J- 1 ~~1:1~::::::i:::::.~:~ : :!ilBl• llPa 
·•· 1 
WIid Iris Productions, Inc., P.O. Box 171 
. West Buxton, ME 04093 
207/929-3866 or 207/247-3461 
a a pagel 
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newsletter & calendar at the Phoneline, 498-
Mon., 'VI: 6 PM Portland Pride Meeting, 2088. 
Ferrante' s, 30 Exchange St. 2nd floor. Get Fri.-Mon., 1/18-21: Winter Retreat for 
involved now in planning. Women, Walnut Hill, Raymond, NH, 
Tues., 2/8: 7-9 PM, 1lffi GATI-IERING, sponsoredbyWomensphere. CallKerynat 
Student Commuter Lounge, USM. Leslie 603/659-2139 FMI and to register. 
Feinberg leads discussion on "Surviving Sat.,.2119:MusicConcertbyandforWornen, 
GenderOppression,ALesbian'sJoumey." 7 PM - midnight, Walnut Hill Semi_nar 
Wed., 1/9: 7:30-9 PM, Bowdoin College, House, Raymond, NH. Featunng 
Kresge Lecture Hall, Brunswick. Leslie Y agottawanna; Ladies Choice, and Kim 
·Feinbergreadingfromherbook,StoneButcb Volk. Tickets:$15,Saturdaydaypasstothe 
Blues, followed by discussion of gender Retreat: $40, Weekend pass: $95. FMI call 
issues. Keryn-603/659-2139. 
Wed., 119: 6-8 PM, Northern Lambda Nord Thurs., 1/24: 7:30 PM, Matlovich Society 
Policy Meeting at the Phoneline~ FMI, call presents ''Fortune 500 to Self-Employed: 
498-2088. Gay Men and Lesbians in the Business 
Wed., 1/9: 7 PM (ME), 8 PM (NB), Open Wodd." A panel oflocal lesbians and gay 
HouseatNorthemLambdaNordPhoneline. men disruss their lives in the wodd of 
Call FMI, 498-2088. business. Holiday Inn By The Bay, Spring 
Thurs.,1/10: 7:30PM,MatlovichSociety St., Portland Free parking. Accessible to 
presents Leslie Feinberg, "An IDustrated the mobility-impaired. 
Lecture on ~ransgender History." Holiday Sun., 1/27: NEW DATE! Northern 
Inn By the Bay, Spring St., Portland. Free LambdaNordLibraryDay, 1PM, PotLuck 
parking. Acces~ible to the mobility- Supper, 5 PM approx., and Bottle & Can 
impaired. ~- collection for the Community Center Fund. 
Fri., 1/11: 7-9 PM, Slide presentation on FMI, 498-2088. 
transgender history by Leslie Feinberg. Mon., 2128: 7 PM, St. Luke's Episcopal 
Chase Lounge, Bates College, Lewiston. Church, Portland, EPM Portland meeting. 
Sat.,1112: 2PM,BooksigningwithLeslie Snow date: March 7th. 
Feinberg at Ananael, 521 Congress St., A A A A A A A A A 
Portland. 
·sat., 1/12: 10 AM-12:30 PM, Panel on 
Lesbian Parenting and Pregnancy, Mabel 
Wadsworth Womens' Health Ctr. In-town 
CLASSIFIED 
ADVE_RTISING 
Plaza, Harlow St., Bangor. FMI, 947-5337. HOUSE TO SHARE 
Sat.,2112: 8PM(ME),9PM(NB),Northem M Non-smoker, mature, responsible fe-
Lambda Nord Valentine's Party in Caribou. male to share quiet country house. Must like 
Wear Red! Door prizes. Members free, pets. $275 per month. References and 
guests $2. BYOB. FMI, 498-2088. security deposit required, Pl.ease call 688-
Sun., 1/13: 12 noon - 4:30 PM, Tri-State 4777. M 
Stonewall Committee mini-conference, COMMUNITY MEETING 
Somerset Room ofHoliday Inn By The Bay, M Attention all community-minded lesbi-
Spring St., Portland, followed at 5:30 PM ans. Therewillbeaveryimportantmeeting 
with aStonewall25Presentation/Reception on Tuesday, February 15th at 45 Danforth 
featuring Flora Piterak, National Steering Street (Comer of Danforth & Maple Sts.) at 
Committee member for the International 7:00PM. Pleaseattend. lt'stimetore-unite 
March on the UN. our community. For further information, 
Sun., 2/13: 1-3 PM (ME), 2-4 PM (NB), call 774-1505. M 
MonthlymeetingofNorthemLambdaNord, HOUSEMATE W ANfED 
· LionsCommunityCenter,HighSt.,Caribou M Gay male seeks housemate with care-
(across from Shop & Save). · giving experience. If you have liyed with 
Mon.,1114: 7PM,JonathanKatz,Dept.of friend,lover,partnerorrelativewhoisphysi-
Gay &Lesbian Studies, City College of San cally challenged, this living situation could 
Francisco speaking on "Culture and be just right for you. Private home in Port-
Subrulture and How Gay Men Put Post- land, partially wooded on dead end street. 
·War American Painting on the Map." Yard,garage,separatephoneline. Call797-
Campus Center, USM, Portland 8488. M 
Tues.,2115: 7PM,45DanforthSt. (Corner ...--------------. 
'Pro ~ibn~ BooKsHoP . Danforth & Maple)Meeting of community 
minded lesbians. It's time to re-unite our Over 20,000 curnnt and out-of-print books In stock 
community. FMI, call 774-1505 
PM (NB) 10ThlrdStr'eet,Bangor•942-3019 Wed., 1/16: 7 PM (ME), 8 . • Areadu'spt,adisesincel980 
NorthemLambdaNordFold& StuffMarch L--____ E_'ri_c_F_ur_ry_, P_ro_,p:..rl_et_or ___ __, 
By: Nanci Bouchard 
STONE Buren BLUES 
By Leslie Feinberg 
Firebrand Books 
Paperback $10.95 301 pps 
Appearance. Admit it or not, it is the 
basis for most first impressions. The more 
enlightened quickly move to a different 
level. However, there are far more who 
remain in the "stuck" position, unable to get 
beyond what meets the. eye. 
Leslie Feinberg's novel, STONE 
BUTCH BLUES, challenges us to explore 
beyond appearance and first impression by 
introducing us to Jess, the main character 
who is discovering herself as a transgen-
derist. 
Jess' struggle begins with the search 
for identity in a time when few role models 
exist. We travel through familial rejection, 
social ridirule and abuse, economic depri-
vation, and political alienation from the 
gay community where she expected sup-
port. 
The complexities and questions about 
the transgender life-style quickly elude us a 
Feinberg threads her characters experiences 
in a vulnerable, but nonetheless powerful, 
manner. Feinberg artirulates with intensity 
and compassion two very important points. 
First is the paramount historical signifi-
cancethatthetransgenderpopulation played 
in advancing gay civil rights. Their total 
and absolute "visibility" did make them 
obvious targets, but it also aligned them as 
a collective to fight back against their op-
pressors, most notably during the Stone-
wall Riots. 
Secondly, and perhaps more abstract, 
is the concept of sexual/ganderidentity and 
the distinctions we make based on such 
concepts. Approaching this subject with all 
my preconceived notions and expectations 
of finding answers, I emerged with yet 
another 'life lesson' . Whether gay, lesbian, 
bisexual, transgender, orheterosexual, each 
ofus will explore our own self-perception 
within the context of the resources that we 
find compelling. The motivation many 
never announce itself, but the determina-
tion to fulfill will shade the 'appearance' of 
whatwesee. ... 
a 
Leslie Feinberg will be appearing at: 
• USM Commuter Student Loim1e 
Tuesday- February 8, 1-9 PM 
Campus Center/Portland 
"Surviving Gender Oppression-
A Lesbian 's Journey" 
• Kre11e Lecture Hall 
Wednesday- February 9, 1-9 PM 
Bowdoin College 
·· Readin_g from Slone Butch Blue•" 
and Discussion of Gender 
• Holiday Inn 
Thursday- February 10, 1:30-9 PM 
Portland 
"A Transgender_History Slide Show" 
Presented by the Matlovitch Society 
• Cha•e Loun1e' 
FRIDAY. February 11, 1-9 PM 
Bates College 
"A Transgender History Slide Show• 
• Ananael 
SATURDAY. February 12, 2 PM 
Pnrlland 
Bonk Signing and Refreshments 
Presented by- Winterfalcon/Rich Production, (207) 775-1487 
Sponsored by- USM: Alliance for Sexual Divenity, Women's Forum, 
Gender Studies · 
Matlovitch Society, Ananael, Bowdoin-BGLAD, 
Bate• Women'• Action Coalition, Phoenix ~re11 
L=======================-l 
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RESOURCES 
Northern Lambda Nord; 2nd Sunday Call HIV & RELATED 
TIIEAIDSLINE:800-851-AIDSor775-1267. 498-2088.UMPI,PullenHall,3 :pm(ME),4:p.m SUPPORT MEETINGS 
HIV /AIDS related questions, call Mon.- (N-B). Everyone invited. Portland at TIIE AIDS PROJECT; 
The Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance 
(ML/GPA) works to ensure equal treatment for 
our community throughout Maine. Meetings 
are held the 3rd Saturday of the month, 12 noon, 
at the UU Oiurch, Winthrop & Summer Streets, 
Augusta For more information about meetings 
or membership, call 761-3732 or 1-800-55-
MLGP A, outside the Portland area .. 
Sat. 9 :OOam-5: ()()pm, Mon. & Wed. evenings 'til Out For Good; Thursdays 7-9pm, 445 Main Mondays: HIV negative partners of peq,le living 
7:30pm. Anonymous. St, Biddeford. Lesbian support/discussion with HIV, 6:30-7:30pm 
DIAL KIDS, 774-TALK: Rr lesbian, gay, group. Free/$1 donation tohelpw/rent. FMicall Tuesdays: Peq,leLiving withHIV disease and all 
bi &questioning youth under 19. Bobbi-247-3461. _friends, families, lovers, and caregivers, 10:30-
INGRAHAM VOLUNTEERS: Call 774- Rmnford/Mex;icoAreaAIDSSupportGroup/ 12:00 noon. 
HELP (774-4357). Phooeline· Mondays, 7-8:30pmatMexicoCon- 2nd and 4th Tuesdays: Living Well, focusing oo 
TIIEAIDS PROJECT: 22 Monument Sq., 5th gregational Church, Main St Call 364-8603. quality of life and empowerment 
Planned Parenthood of Northern New En- floor, Portland 04101. Call 774-6877 FMI re: Androscoggin Valley Aids Coalition; Thurs- Thursdays:WomenlivingwithHIV, l :15-2:45pm 
gland has a new Health Center at 970 Forest support group meetings. Portland, Lewiston, days, 7pm, 70 Court St, 2nd floor, Auburn. Men living with HIV, 5 :30-7:00 pm. 
Ave., Portland. Serving men & women. PPNNE Brunswick. Support for people with HIV & their families. All the above support groups meet at 22Monument 
offers llP)lUal exams, pregnancy testing, birth FMI, call 786-4697 Square, 5th floor. Call Sandy Titus at 774-6877 or · 
control info. & supplies (free condoms), testing AIDS SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS lptegrity/Digpity; First & third Sundays at St 1-800-851-2437 if you wouldlikefurtherinforma-
& treatment for infections and SID's, men<>- Bangor - 990-3626 - Eastern Maine AIDS Luke'sCathedral(EmmanuelCbapel),5:15pm tion 
pause support & more. Free parking, evening Ne~ork . All are welcome. Fellowship follow each ser- Lewiston; 2nd and 4th Tuesdays: Women's 
hours, affordable services, & complete confi- Belfast - 338-1427 - W ald<rKnox AIDS Coa- vice with a vegetarian pot luck on 3rd. Sun. We Suppcrt Group. Call Diana Carrigan at 'Ire AIDS 
dentiality. Medicaid welcome. FMI, 874-1095. lition minister to the lesbian/gay community. Project office - 783-4301. 
-- .. Brunswick - 725-4995 - Merrymeeting AIDS FMI, write POB 8113, Portland 04104. Auburn; Thursdays: Peq>le Living with HIV, 
Support Services ACT UP/Portland: Sundays, 7pm YWCA, 87 7:00pm at American Red Cross, 70 Court Street, 
Women's Chorus: An eclectic choral ensemble Bridgton - 583-6608 - Community Task Force Spring St. and Mondays 6-8pm at 142 High St , Auhun. Call Qaire Gelinas at AV AC- 786-4697. 
open to all women regardless of age, race, on AIDS #222. Join us in the fight for universal rights! Brunswick; Familyandfriendswhohavealoved 
religion, orsexualorientationisnowformed. If Portland-774-6877 -TheAIDSProject,AIDS Call828-0566. one with AIDS or HIV, 5:00 - 6 :20pm, 
you wantto become a member, or can volunteer Lodging House, PWA Coalition, Names Project OUTRIGIIT TOO; Sundays, 6 pm at Peace & Merrymeeting AIDS Support Services. 8 Lincoln 
· organizational skills, send SASE to P.O. Box Rumford - 823-4170 - Community AIDS Justice Center, 359 Main St ,Bangor. Support Street Focinfonnatioooomeetingday, callBrian 
7944, Portland, ME. 04112. Include your tele- Awareness Program group for lesbian, gay, bisexual youth ages 16- Allen - 725-4955. 
phone number, or call 772-00 n·. .. Lewiston . - 786-4697 - Androscoggin Valley 22. FMI, call 285-7180. Gardiner; 1st and 3rd Wednesdays: 1 :30-
AIDS Coalition OUTRIGIIT/CentraIMaine; Weekly,confi- 3:00pm, Peq,le Living wit HIV. Physicians 
Spiritual Group: Maine Gay Men• s Oiorus js Waterville - 62~3432 - Dayspring dential meetings for gay, lesbian, & questioning Building behind KVRHA Annex. Call Brian 
a volunteer community chorus which brings Ellsworth - 667-3506 - Down East AIDS Net- youth 22 years old and under. Call "First Call" Allen (MAS.S.) - 725-4955. 
men togetha to enhance social tolerance and work and ask about OUfRIGHT services at 795- Bjdddord; 1st and 3rd Wednesdays: 7:00pm 
diversity in the Greater Portland area, as well as Oxford Hills ~ 743-7451 - Oxford Hills Com- 6677 or 1-800-339-4042. Suwcrt Group f<r Family and Friends Who Care 
affirming the gay/lesbian experience with ere- munity AIDS Networkm OUTRIGHJ'lPortland; Meets every Friday , (aboutpeq,lewithHIV disease), Southern Maine 
,,... ativemusicalentertainment FML 883-8099or Lesbian&GaylnformationLine - Portland:. 7:30-9:30 pm at Williston West Oiurch 32 Medical Center, Cafeteria #3, 2nd flooc. Call 
write M.G.M.C. , P .O. Box 10391, Portland, 871-0432, 24 hour community events update, Thomas St., Safe and supportive discussions Roger LaChance- 284-4102. 
ME. 04104.00 free listings, announced live attendant times. with and for gay, lesbian,bisexual & question- Maine AIDS Alliance 
ing young people. FMI: call 774-TALK, or Member Organtzatinm 
Northern Lambda Nord: an educational, in- Parents & Friends of Lesbians & Gays - 774-HELP. Write to P.O.Box 5370 Station A, AIDS Coalitioo of Lincoln C01DJty: 563-8953 
formational, social, and service organization P-FLAG CONTACI'S-ME.: Portland, ME. 04101. POBox421,Damariscotta, ME04543-0421 
1 serving northern Maine and New Brunswick Augusta/Hallowell - 623-2349 OUTRIGHT/SEACOAST; Meets every Fri- AIDS Lodging House: 874-1000 
lesbian, gay, and bisexual people. Meets every *Bangor/Brewer - 989-5180 day, 7 - 9 pm at the Unitarian Oiurch annex PO Box 3820, Portland, ME 04101-3820 
Wednesday at the Phoneline in addition to host- Brunswick/Bath - see Waldoboro building adjacent to the fire station, 206 Court Androscoggin Valley AIDS Coalition: 
ing special events forrecreation and action. Call *Lewiston/Auburn - 783-9789 St P~rtsmouth, NH. FMI call Teenline 1-800- 786-4697,PO Box 7977, Lewiston, ME 04243 
207/498-2088... · *Portland- 7Ci6--5158 639-6095 or write P .O.Box 842, Portsmouth Orlldrm'sAIDS Network: 761-1872 
Waldoboro - 832-5859 NH 03801 PO Box 793, P<Xtland, ME 04104 
The Matlovicb Society - an educational and * - Monthly meetings held Central Maine f'-.ay Men's Support Group Community AIDS Awareness Program: 
cultural organization oflesbians, bisexuals, gay Tuesdays, 7-8:30 p.m. Call 622-1888 or 622- 823-4170, PO Box 457 Rumford, ME 04276 
men, and friends committed to sharing our his- P-FLAG CONTACI'S - NH 4254 for more information. Community Task Force 00 AIDS Educ.: ~ 
tory as well as providing person-affirming Concord: Meets 3rd Sun. 3-5 pm, 1st Congre- Q-Sqpad Support Group for lesbian, gays, 583-~. PO Box 941, Naples, ME 04055 
presentations and discussions in a supportive gational Qiurch, Washington & North Main bisexuals, & transgendereds. Serving Franklin Dayspring: 626-3432 
enviornment Meetingonthesecondandfourth Sts. (use Washington St entrance), 603/668- County, based at UM Farmington. FMI, call . 32 Winthrop St, Augusta, ME04330 
Thursday, monthly, 7: 30 pm at the Holiday Inn 07 41 FMI. and leave message, 778-7380. Down East AIDS Network: 667-3506 
By the Bay, 88 Spring St Free parking and Seacoast: Meets 1st Tues. 7-9 pm, Stratham TransSupport Group meeting regularly, pro- 114State St,Ellsw<rth, ME04605 
accessible to the mobility-impaired. Contact Community Church, Emory Lane, Stratham viding group support, education, and social F..aQem Maine AIDS Network: 990-3626 
(207) 773-1209. .. (1st right west of Rte 101 circle), 603n72-3893 activities for cross dressers and transsexuals, PO Box 2038, Bangor, ME 04401 
or 5196 FMI. their families, friends, and others interested in Merrymeeting AIDS Support Serv.: 725-4955 
NationalAssociationofSocialWorkers,ME. -Monadnock Region: Meets 4th Mon. 7-8:30 gender dysphoria issues . FMI write POBox57, Bnmswick,ME0401l-0057 
OiaJ>ter, Stxual Minority Issues Committee pm, UnitarianChurch,Peterborough, 603/547- TransSupport,P.O.Box17622,Portland,Maine Names Project/Maine: 774-2198 
welcomes new social work members. Our . 2545FMI 04101. POBox4319,Portland, ME04101 
purpose is to educate, provide resources, & Nashua: Meets 3rd Thurs. 7 :30, Unitarian-Uni- Maine Bisexual People's Network; P. 0 . Box Oxford Hills C<XD111unity AIDS Network: 743-
lobby legislators re: issues involving sexual versalist Cllurch, Lowell & Canal Sts., 603/ 10818, Portland, ME. 04104. Our purpose is to 7451, PO Box 113, Paris, ME04271-0113 
minorities in ME. Meetings: 5 PM, 3rd Thurs., 880-0910 FMI. affuminourselvesandothersthepositivenatureof People With AIDS Coalition <i'ME.: 
monthly at Community Counseling Ctr., 343 bisexualityandtowaktowardgreaterocceptance 773-8500, 377 Cumberland Ave. , Pm.land, ME 
Forest Ave., Portland. FMI call Perry P-FLAG 24 hour Hdpline: 603/623-6023 or in the bisexual, gay, lesbian, and slraightcommu- 04101 
,-.,---... Sutherland,8 74-1030. .. Plymouth - 603/968-7 516 nities. Support and referrals available. St. John Valley AIDS Task Force: 834-3355 
Nashua - 603/880-8709 ~ay suppcrt group c/oNMMC, 143E. MainSt ,FortKent,ME04743 
Am Chotdrl, Maine Lesbian/Gay Je~shgroup, Manchester - 603/472-4944 meets everylb.Jrsday, 6:30 pm, Memocial Union, The AIDS Project: 77 4-6877 
meets monthly. FMI, 874-2970 (Rheatha). "" Monadnock - 603/54 7-2545 Suttm Lounge, UM at Oroo.o. 22 Monument Sq., 5th flr., Pm.land, ME 0401 
., Hanover - 603/643-8331 I,obiap/Rjscxua) SQPl>OJ1group; Tuesdays, 7-9 Waldo-Knox AIDS Coalition: 338-1427 
Concord - 603n46-3818 pm, UM Oroo.o,Womens Resource Center. PO Box 956, Belfast, ME 04915 
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